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ABSTRACT

Yu Li: DIFFERENTIAL ACQUISITION OF PHONEMIC CONTRASTS BY INFANT WORD-LEARNERS: DOES PRODUCTION RECAPITULATE PERCEPTION? (Under the direction of Elliott Moreton and Reiko Mazuka)

This dissertation investigates the relationship between the acquisition orders of phonological contrasts by children in perception and production and the phonological theories that account for this relationship. Three key words can be used to characterize this relationship: gap, parallel and mismatch. It is commonly observed that young children’s ability to perceive phonological contrasts is more advanced than their ability to produce them (e.g. Smith 1973, Werker and Stager 2000). It has also been found that the order in which phonological contrasts are acquired in production recapitulates that in perception (Jusczyk et al. 1999, Pater 2004). Experiments done as part of this dissertation suggest that the parallel between perceptual and productive acquisition orders of phonemic contrasts does not always hold: 17-month-old American-English-acquiring children were able to distinguish [n] and [r] yet not [t] and [n] in a perceptual word-learning task; while productively, the [t]-[n] contrast has been found to be acquired earlier than the [n]-[r] contrast. In other words, the orders of acquisition of phonological contrasts in perception and production can mismatch each other.

(2004) is also able to explain the parallel. When more than one phonological contrasts are involved and the order of acquisition between them is at issue, its explanation for the developmental parallel would depend on two necessary assumptions that the model did not elaborate: One, the shared MARKEDNESS constraints must be fixed in ranking; and two, the FAITHFULNESS constraints must not only be fixed in ranking, but also be homogeneous in form and function. However, under these assumptions, the model will not be able to explain the attested mismatch.

This dissertation proposes to revise Pater’s model by allowing non-homogeneous faithfulness constraints for perception and production. It demonstrates how the revised model is able to account for the mismatch, explain the gap, and at the same time allow for the parallel.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This dissertation investigates the relationship between children’s acquisition of phonological contrasts in perception and in production and the grammatical theories that accounts for this relationship. Three key words can be used to characterize this relationship: gap, parallel and mismatch. It has been commonly observed that children’s ability to perceptually distinguish phonological contrasts is more advanced than their ability to do so productively (Smith 1973, Menn and Matthei 1992, Edwards 1974, Barton 1976, Strange and Broen 1980, Velleman 1988, Stager and Werker 1997, and Werker and Stager 2000). There is also evidence for a parallel between children’s order of acquisition of phonological contrasts in perception and production (Jusczyk et al. 1999, Smith 1973, Ingram 1974, Allen and Hawkins 1978, Echols and Newport 1992, Fee 1992, Fikkert 1994, Gerken 1994, Wijnen et al. 1994, Demuth 1995, and Pater 1997 and 2004). This dissertation demonstrates that, under certain conditions, children’s perceptual and productive acquisition orders may in fact mismatch. Previous theoretical models of phonological acquisition were able to account for the lag of production behind perception (Smith 1973, Braine 1976, Macken 1980, Menn and Matthei 1992, Boersma 1998, Smolensky 1996a, Lassettre and Donegan 1998, and Pater 2004). One of these models proposed by Pater (2004) was, at the same time, designed to explain the parallel between the two domains of acquisition. The new empirical evidence found by this
dissertation, however, calls for a theory that can explain the cross-domain mismatch as well. This is the central goal of this dissertation. To achieve this goal, the dissertation proposes to refine Pater’s (2004) model of shared markedness constraints and separate but homogeneous faithfulness constraints in perception and production (hereafter referred to as “Shared-M Model”) by allowing non-homogeneous faithfulness constraints for the two domains.


Based on the above evidence, Pater (2004) proposed the Shared-M Model in which perception and production contained the same markedness constraints and separate faithfulness constraints. The faithfulness constraints were in a fixed ranking, with the ones in perception dominating the ones in production. The grammar started with the markedness constraints ranked above the faithfulness constraints and ended with the opposite. In this process, while the markedness constraints were ranked between the faithfulness constraints – $F_{\text{perception}} \gg M > F_{\text{production}}$ – the contrast that was neutralized in production was distinguished in perception. This explained the lag of production
behind perception. In both domains, the less marked form was acquired earlier than the more marked one. This explained the parallel between them.

When two or more phonological contrasts are involved and the order of acquisition between them is at issue, the Shared-M Model’s account for the developmental parallel would depend on two assumptions that Pater (2004) did not elaborate: One, the shared markedness constraints must be fixed in ranking; and two, the faithfulness constraints must not only be fixed in ranking, but also be homogeneous in form and function. If one of these two conditions is not satisfied, the acquisition orders in perception and production may mismatch. If the grammar already has a fixed ranking of markedness constraints, then depending on whether it also has homogeneous faithfulness constraints for perception and production, the Shared-M Model would make two different predictions: One, with mirroring faithfulness constraints in the two domains, the orders of acquisition in perception and production must match each other; and two, with non-analogous faithfulness constraints, the orders may mismatch. The first prediction is the argument the Shared-M Model would have followed to explain the parallel between perceptual and productive acquisition orders, if the earlier mentioned assumptions had been considered. However, mismatching orders of acquisition, if found, would argue for the second prediction. These two predictions are the competing hypotheses that the dissertation goes on to test using controlled experiments. To distinguish between them, we refer to the assumption of homogeneous faithfulness constraints as the “HomF sub-Model” of the Shared-M Model, and the assumption of heterogeneous faithfulness constraints as the “HetF sub-Model.” The only difference between the two sub-models is
in whether their perceptual and productive faithfulness constraints are analogous to each other. They are otherwise the same as the original Shared-M Model.

Under the Universal Markedness Scale *Liquid-Onset >> *Nasal-Onset >> *Stop-Onset, the HomF sub-Model would predict that the phonological contrasts [t]-[n] and [n]-[r] are acquired in the same order in perception and production. Earlier production studies found that children learned to produce single-syllable [t]-words (words with [t] as the initial consonant) and [n]-words earlier than [r]-words (Grunwell 1987; Watson and Scukanec 1997 a, b; Smit et al. 1990, Chirlian and Sharpley 1982; and Kilminster and Laird 1978). In other words, the [t]-[n] contrast was produced earlier than the [n]-[r] contrast. In perception, the HomF sub-Model would predict that the [t]-[n] contrast is also distinguished earlier than [n]-[r], while the HetF sub-Model, in this case, would make the opposite prediction: [t]-[n] is distinguished later than [n]-[r], mismatching the order in production. As part of this dissertation, speech perception data on [t], [n] and [r] were collected from 17-month-old American-English-acquiring children through perceptual “word-learning” (defined in §3.1.1.) experiments. These data showed that, at 17 months, children were able to differentiate [n]-[r] but not [t]-[n] in learning new words. It suggested the perceptual acquisition order of [n]-[r] ahead of [t]-[n], mismatching the order in production. This confirms the prediction of the HetF sub-Model. The dissertation argues that it is necessary to allow non-homogeneous faithfulness constraints for perception and production in order to account for the

---

1 In this dissertation, the phonetic symbol [t] refers to the voiceless unaspirated alveolar stop. It has been found that when the English “d” is phrase-initial or following a voiceless sound, it is generally realized as the voiceless unaspirated [t]. The voiced [d] usually occurs when preceded by voiced sounds (Ladefoged 2006, pages p56-57; Roach 2000, pages 34-35). For example, “a daisy” in narrow phonetic transcription would be [ˈdeɪzɪ]. The voice onset time (VOT) of the voiceless unaspirated [t] is approximately zero. See §4.2.2.1 for the spectrograms of the [ta] stimuli used in this dissertation.
acquisitional mismatch under the Universal Markedness Scale *Liquid-Onset >> *Nasal-Onset >> *Stop-Onset.

The dissertation continues to demonstrate how the HetF sub-Model is able to account for the orders of perceptual and productive acquisition for [t]-[n] vs. [n]-[r]. In doing so, it proposes to adopt the Biased Constraint Demotion (BCD) learning algorithm (Prince and Tesar 2004). Pater (2004) did not discuss the ranking algorithm for the Shared-M Model. It was unclear on what evidence and in what manner constraint reranking took place. So, this is an attempt to offer a possible solution to these issues.

The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter Two reviews previously proposed phonological models that are relevant to this dissertation, including four rule-based models (Smith 1973, Braine 1976, Macken 1980, Menn and Matthei 1992) and four constraint-based ones (Boersma 1998, Smolensky 1996a, Lassettre and Donegan 1998, and Pater 2004). It shows that all the above theoretical models are able to account for the lag of production behind perception in the child’s acquisition of phonological contrasts. The most recent one, the Shared-M Model (Pater 2004), is also able to explain the parallel between perceptual and productive orders of acquisition.

Chapter Three focuses on the Shared-M Model. It demonstrates how this model accounts for the cross-domain gap and parallel. By elaborating the hidden assumptions of the Shared-M Model, it proposes two sub-models: the HomF sub-Model and the HetF sub-Model. Under a fixed ranking of markedness constraints, these sub-models make competing predictions as to the relation between perceptual and productive orders of acquisition. This chapter suggests using the [t]-[n] and [n]-[r] contrasts as a test case for these predictions.
Chapter Four first gives further justification for the test case. It then reviews the empirical data acquired from previous production studies (Grunwell 1987; Watson and Scukanec 1997 a, b; Smit et al. 1990, Chirlian and Sharpley 1982; and Kilminster and Laird 1978), and describes and discusses the perceptual experiments done as part of this dissertation project. A mismatch in perceptual and productive orders of acquisition is found for the [t]-[n] vs. [n]-[r] test case. The chapter concludes that this empirical evidence is supportive of the HetF sub-Model and cannot be explained by the HomF sub-Model.

Chapter Five argues and demonstrates that the HetF sub-Model is able to account for the mismatch as well as the parallel and gap in perceptual and productive acquisition of phonological contrasts. It shows how the perceptual and productive constraints are ranked and reranked under the guidance of the BCD (Prince and Tesar 2004) and how the grammar is able to produce the mismatch of acquisition orders for [t]-[n] and [n]-[r] as attested in the experiments.

Chapter Six concludes the dissertation. It summarizes the major theoretical arguments made by this dissertation, compares the HetF sub-Model with its constraint-based predecessors, and suggests a potential test case for the proposal of the HetF sub-Model from a theoretical perspective that is complementary to that explored by this dissertation.
CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL OVERVIEW

This chapter reviews previous theoretical proposals pertinent to the dissertation with a focus on the empirical data in phonological acquisition that have motivated these proposals. The purpose is not to provide an exhaustive evaluation of these models, but to place the proposal of this dissertation in a relevant theoretical context and to provide background evidence for the overall effectiveness of the proposal. The theoretical models reviewed include four rule-based (Smith 1973, Braine 1976, Macken 1980, and Menn and Matthei 1992) and four constraint-based (Boersma 1998, Smolensky 1996a, Lassettre and Donegan 1998, and Pater 2004) models. Comparisons are made mainly within the rule-based models and within the constraint-based ones, but also between them where appropriate. The most recent of the constraint-based models, i.e. Pater’s Shared-M Model (2004), is the basis on which this dissertation makes its own proposal. For this reason, a more in-depth and detailed discussion of this model will be given in the next chapter.
2.1. Rule-based models

2.1.1. The “Articulation” Model (Smith 1973)

Smith (1973) studied and made extensive notes on his son Amahl’s speech development from 26 months to 4 years of age. Based on the data collected over approximately two years, he proposed a model of acquisition that started with 26 ordered realization rules (page 13). He traced the development of these rules and their ordering over time in an effort to account for the ever-changing acquisition data.

The key proposal he made as to the phonetic and phonological representations and rule types involved in this process can be illustrated as follows:

(2.1) Illustration for the “Articulation” Model (Smith 1973)

\[
\text{Adult Surface Phonetic Representation} \rightarrow \text{[Realization]} \rightarrow \text{Child’s} \\
= \text{Child Phonological/Lexical Representation} \rightarrow \text{[rules]} \rightarrow \text{phonemes (represented in phonological features)}
\]

\[
\rightarrow \text{[Phonetic]} \rightarrow \text{[rules]} \rightarrow \text{Child’s phones}
\]

Smith suggested, as shown above, that the child’s phonological representations (also the child’s underlying lexical representations) was identical to the adult surface phonetic representations that the child was exposed to. In other words, the child’s perception of the adult input was assumed to be faithful. The child’s surface forms in production were apparently not always faithful to the adult input. In other words, the child’s productive acquisition lags behind her perceptual acquisition.

The gap between perception and production is perhaps the most well documented phenomenon in child acquisition of phonology. One example that Smith gave illustrated
how the young child was able to perceive a phonological contrast that he was not yet able to pronounce (1973, page 137).

(2.2) An example for the child’s ability to perceive a contrast not yet produced (A = child, NVS = adult)

NVS: What does [maus] mean?
A: Like a cat.
NVS: Yes: what else?
A: Nothing else.
NVS: It’s part of you.
A: [disbelief]
NVS: It’s part of your head.
A: [fascinated]
NVS: [touching A’s mouth] What’s this?
A: [maus]

The realization rules together with the phonetic rules accounted for the deviation of the child’s surface forms from the adult surface representations. The realization rules took the adult’s surface forms as their input and mapped them onto the child’s own phonemes. The phonetic rules then mapped the child’s phonemes onto their respective positional variants, or allophones. This was how Smith’s (1973) model explained the lag of production behind perception. All the later theoretical models of phonological acquisition reviewed in this chapter (Braine 1976, Macken 1980, Menn and Matthei 1992, Boersma 1998, Smolensky 1996a, Lassettre and Donegan 1998, and Pater 2004) were able to account for this gap. The model proposed by this dissertation is also no exception.

Smith proposed that the child stored the adult’s surface forms directly as his underlying representations. He argued against the child’s own system of underlying representations which were less perfect than the adult’s. To support this proposal, he
reasoned that, first of all, the child’s perception was more advanced than their production. Assuming that the child’s perceptual representations were identical with the adults’ surface forms and at the same time having articulatory rules constrain the child’s production, no doubt, would guarantee this. This reasoning, however, was later on questioned by Braine (1976) in proposing his Perception Model (see §2.1.2).

Smith’s second argument was that in Amahl’s production, phonological changes took place in an across-the-board fashion: a phonemic change in one word, for instance, quickly spread to the same phoneme in the same phonological environment in other words. He suggested that this phenomenon could be easily explained by assuming that the child was able to perceive the adult’s surface forms accurately, and only needed to overcome articulatory difficulties. Once the child had mastered the motor skills in producing a new sound correctly, the correct pronunciation would be automatically adopted in all his words. As we will discuss in the following sections, the claim of “across-the-board” changes was also challenged by later researchers. Smith’s data contained evidence that did not fit this characterization.

In Smith’s model, the child’s phonological representations were stored in terms of the adult’s phonological features. It was unclear whether these features were auditory or articulatory. However, the only rules that were applied to the child’s phonological representations were articulatory rules. For this reason, Braine (1976) argued that in Smith’s (1973) model, the deviation of the child’s forms from the adult surface forms was mainly due to motor performance factors. Therefore, Braine (1976) regarded Smith’s (1973) model as an “Articulation Model,” a term we will also use here.
However, it might not be entirely fair to refer to Smith’s model as an “Articulation Model.” In fact, Smith also argued that motor malperformance was not the sole reason for the divergence of the child forms from the adult surface representations. He pointed out that lack of motor skills would not be able to explain the cases in which the child did not produce the adult forms he was perfectly capable of producing. These included what Smith called “puzzles”. (We will look at the “puzzles” in more detail in §2.1.2.) He suggested that these were due to the formal properties of the realization rules (pages 149-154). So, we can say that Smith’s model was not an Articulation Model in its purest sense as Braine suggested. To reflect this, we will put “Articulation” in quotation marks.

2.1.2. The Perception Model (Braine 1976)

In reviewing Smith’s (1973) “Articulation” Model, Braine (1976) noted several problems the model faced and, in response, proposed what he called the Perception Model. The Perception Model discarded Smith’s assumption for the child’s faithful perception of the adult’s produced forms. Braine pointed out that the more advanced perception of the child (compared to production) did not necessarily call for the assumption that the child’s perception was flawless. As he demonstrated, a less extreme approach could also account for production’s lag behind comprehension.

Below is an illustration of the Perception Model. As it is shown, Braine proposed that the acoustic input the child received from the adult was represented in adult articulatory features and must be transformed into auditory representations in child auditory features through auditory encoding. Then, these auditory representations were
mapped onto the child’s articulatory representations through the application of correspondence rules. The mapping between these perceptual representations was not necessarily accurate. So, different from the “Articulation” Model (Smith 1973), learning in the Perception Model happened in perception as well as in articulation.

Braine’s model was also able to account for the observation that the learner’s perceptual representations were richer than her productive representations. Although the learner’s perception was not perfect, her perceptual representations were still richer than the produced forms, which were output of the “rules of the response buffer” in production. One function of these production rules was to specify the feature changes as a result of motor malperformance. This meant that the perceptual representations could be realized in a reduced manner in production.

A critical piece of evidence that Braine used to argue for imperfect perception was the “puzzles.” Smith (1973) described that, at one point, Amahl’s pronunciations of the words “puddle” and “puzzle” were as follows:

(2.4) Amahl’s early production of “puddle” and “puzzle”

puddle [pʌɡəl]  puzzle [pʌdəl]
What was interesting and especially puzzling about this data was that Amahl velarized the [d] in “puddle” as [X gɔl], but not because he could not pronounce [X dɔl], as he already did for “puzzle.” Then, what could be the explanation for this chain shift? Smith’s own model, Braine argued, would not be able to account for this data, because the only explanation the “Articulation” Model allowed for mispronunciation was motor malperformance, which was apparently not the case here. Therefore, Braine suggested that the explanation be sought at the perception level. In his model, the child’s perceptual representation of the adult’s production contained systematic biases. For example, he suggested that the child’s auditory and perceptual system might be relegating the flapped alveolar stop [ɾ] in “puddle” as closer to the adult’s velar stop category [g k ƞ] than to [d ƞ] (Braine 1976, p494). That is, the child’s mispronunciation was in fact a faithful realization of his misperception. In addition to the “puddle-puzzle-puggle” chain-shift, evidence from discrimination testing also shows that child perception is far from perfect (Menyuk and Anderson 1969, Garnica 1973, and Edwards 1974).

The assumption of not-always-faithful perception was adopted by most of the later models reviewed in this chapter (except the Shared-C Model proposed by Smolensky (1996a), see §2.2.2.1 for details). The proposal of this dissertation also retains the same assumption made by the Shared-M Model (Pater 2004) and is also able to account for the puzzle-puddle data (see §5.6).

Another kind of evidence for the Perception Model was from the free variations observed in Smith’s data. Smith claimed that the child’s phonological changes happened “across the board.” He argued that such swift and regular changes could only be explained by assuming that the young learner’s perception of the adult’s input was
instantaneous and accurate, and they only needed to overcome articulatory difficulties. However, as Smith later on explained, the “across-the-board” changes “usually takes days, or rarely, weeks, with free variation between the old and the new forms occurring first in a few words, then in a majority, and then again in just a few stragglers” (1973, page 140). Smith suggested that the free variations – the differences in the pronunciations of the same phonemes – could be attributed to optional rule deletion. Braine argued that this explanation was incorrect, and pointed out that Smith had failed to make the distinction between intra-word variations and inter-word variations, an argument later on reiterated by Macken (1980). Intra-word variations referred to the different pronunciations of the same word on different occasions, while inter-word variations were the differences in the realization of the same phoneme in different words. In the “across-the-board” changes described by Smith, both kinds of variations existed. The optional application of rules downstream from the lexicon could only account for the intra-word variations, which also happened downstream from the lexicon. However, inter-word free variations must be in the lexical entries themselves and therefore could not be explained by the optional rules. Moreover, Braine argued that this meant the explanation for inter-word free variations must be sought in the lexicon or upstream from there at the perceptual level. That is, if the same phoneme was pronounced differently in different words, the variations must have already existed in the perceptual representations of these words.

Both Macken (1980, discussed in §2.1.3) and Menn and Matthei (1992, in §2.1.4) also examined the variations between words, though the solutions they offered were not exactly the same. Macken agreed with Braine by attributing inter-word variations to
unfaithful perception, which led to inter-word divergence in the lexicon. Menn and Matthei discussed cases in which the misperception account did not seem to work, and thus proposed a separate lexicon in production. However, the Two-Lexicon Model also had its own problems (§2.1.4, last paragraph). The proposal of this dissertation demonstrates that it is able to account for the inter-word variation phenomenon as well (see §2.1.3), and at the same time avoid one of the problems that the Two-Lexicon Model faced (§2.1.4).

2.1.3. One-Lexicon Model (Macken 1980)

Macken’s proposal simplified Braine’s Perception Model (1976) from a three-level rule system to a two-level system. In this simplified model, the auditory and articulatory representations were collapsed into one level of representation, which served as the lexicon. In Braine’s model, the child would both have to discover the articulatory features in correspondence to the auditory features, a process mediated through the correspondence rules, and have to discover how to produce these articulatory features, through rules of the response buffer; in Macken’s simplified model, these two steps were merged into one. Overall, however, Macken’s proposal was very similar to that of Braine’s Perception Model.

(2.5) Illustration for Macken’s One-Lexicon Model (1980)

Acoustic input $\rightarrow$ [Perceptual] $\rightarrow$ The lexicon
[encoding rules] $\rightarrow$ (list of underlying $\rightarrow$ [output rules] $\rightarrow$ output representations)
Macken agreed with Braine in that some of the changes described by Smith (1973) were hardly across the board. In some cases, it seemed more reasonable to assume that the child had incorrectly stored the words in her lexicon by misperception. Macken also did an analysis similar to that of Braine’s on the “puzzle-puddle” data earlier discussed. Another example was, in Smith’s data, Amahl still mispronounced the word “took” as [g̩k] even when the velar hamornization rule had disappeared elsewhere. This could be explained by assuming that Amahl did not have a correct underlying form of the word to which he could apply his changed rules.

The idea of using misperception to explain inter-word variations that the child produces is also compatible with the proposed model of this dissertation. In this Optimality Theoretic (OT, Prince and Smolensky 1993) model, misperception is expected when the perceptual constraints are ranked M >> F at the initial stage of the grammar, when phonological contrasts are neutralized in the child’s perception. As the perceptual constraints later on change their ranking to F >> M, previously neutralized phonological contrasts are distinguished. So, for the same sound, the newer words learned under the new constraint ranking now possibly have a pronunciation that is different from the older words learned under the old ranking. For a period of time, the same sound would be pronounced differently in different words until the child changes the pronunciation of the older word to reflect the new constraint ranking.¹

Like Braine, Macken also proposed that learning happened in both perception and production. Reflected in the structure of the grammar, there were both “perceptual encoding rules” and “output (articulatory) rules.”

¹ As for the intra-word variations, various theories have been proposed in the OT framework, e.g. the Multiple Grammars Theory (Kiparsky 1993, Anttila 2007), the Partially Ordered Grammars Theory (Anttila and Cho 1998) and Stochastic OT (Boersma and Hayes 2001).
In Macken’s model, the output rules (see (2.5)) also made it possible for perception to have richer representations than production.

2.1.4. Two-Lexicon Model (Menn and Matthei 1992)

Citing new evidence that the One-Lexicon Model (Macken 1980) could not effectively explain, Menn and Matthei proposed a Two-Lexicon Model. In Braine’s Perception Model (1976), the adult’s acoustic input was first mapped to the child’s representation in terms of auditory features, and then mapped to the child’s representation in articulatory features. The Two-Lexicon Model, like Braine’s Perception Model, also had two levels of perceptual representations: the “input/perception lexicon” and the “output/production lexicon,” as shown below:

(2.6) Illustration for Menn and Matthei’s (1992) two-lexicon model

Menn and Matthei gave three major arguments for having a separate lexicon in production. First, recall the “incorrect perceptual representation” explanation proposed by Macken (1980) for Amahl’s insistence on mispronouncing “took” as [gʊk] after the velar assimilation rule was deleted (see §2.1.3). Attributing the error to an incorrect underlying representation was able to account for such “regressive errors,” when a non-adult-like form stuck around longer and the learner was producing the incorrect form as an
exception. If we assume that the incorrect form is due to an incorrect perceptual representation, as Macken proposed, this incorrect perceptual representation thus could be said to come from his own incorrect production. Menn and Matthei argued, however, that this explanation would not work for "progressive errors," when an adult-like form stuck around longer and the child was producing the correct form as an exception. In this case, if the child had also acquired his underlying form from his own production, the underlying form should be the correct form. This could be a problem, because the correct underlying form would not be exempt from being subject to the non-adult-like rule that was in working for the rest of the lexicon. So, the adult-like output should not have existed. The problem, however, could be solved by Menn and Matthei’s proposal of a separate lexicon in production, where perception rules did not apply. The production lexicon reflected the "the way to say the word" (Menn and Matthei, page 217). When the new perception rule finally applied, at least for some time, it only applied to the perception lexicon of the new words, causing them to become non-adult-like, but not to the adult-like production lexicon of the words that had already been established.

A second example cited by Menn and Matthei was related to the first one. Jacob (Menn 1976) persisted in producing [da] for "ball" when the other [b-] words were already pronounced correctly. Different from the last example, in this case, perceptual confusion between [d] and [b] was not possible. (Otherwise, we would expect the child to pronounce all [b]-words randomly as either [b]- or [d]-words.) So, misperception was not available as an explanation. In addition, this phenomenon could not be explained by proposing rules within the single-lexicon model either. If it were a rule that changed "b(all)" into "d(all)," then it would have to be specified to apply only to this old word but
not to the other newer words in the same lexicon. This explanation would need psycholinguistic justification that did not seem plausible. Having a production lexicon that singled out the representation for "ball" would solve the problem. The production lexicon is designed to model the "something (that) has been stored about pronunciation that is connected to the particular lexical items and that is not a matter of misperception (page 217, also see pages 220-222 for discussion on the psychological responsibility of having two lexicons).” The production lexicon allowed the child to hang on to the pronunciation of the old words as the new rule was applied to the newer words before being spread to the old words.

A third argument Menn and Matthei made for the production lexicon was a case in which the child (A, 4;6) confused a contrast in production that she was able to distinguish when the contrast was in another environment. It seemed that she did not distinguish [w] and [l] in her lexicon: initially, she produced non-initial [w] and [l] both as [w]; then, she overcorrected it by producing both as [l]. Yet at the same time, she was able to correctly pronounce both segments when they were word-initial. If we attribute the confusion between the non-initial [w] and [l] to her perception lexicon, then we would expect similar confusion for the initial [w] and [l]. So, Menn and Matthei reasoned that the confusion could not be in her perception lexicon and argued for a production lexicon.

Menn and Matthei pointed out some questions that were difficult to address under the One-Lexicon assumption. However, they also acknowledged that the Two-Lexicon Model had its own problems (pages 222-228). In fact, by the end of the article, they considered the Two-Lexicon Model as having “too many things wrong” and suggested to
abandon it as a theoretical model (1992, page 245). One of such problems was that certain phonological phenomena involved word sequences (Donahue 1986, Stemberger 1988, and Matthei 1989). For this kind of problems, positing a separate lexicon would not provide the solution, because words were stored separately in the lexicon and word combinations could not be derived by selections rules. This would not be a problem for Optimality Theoretical models. The candidates evaluated by OT constraints do not necessarily correspond to single words, and may involve larger units that span word boundaries. Therefore, this problem can be avoided.

In Menn and Matthei’s (1992) Model, like in the previously discussed models, the reduction rules and production rules also make it possible for perceptual representation to be more complex than the forms in production.

2.1.5. Summary of the rule-based models

The four models reviewed above were all constructed in the rule-based framework. Before we move on to the OT-based models, this might be a good place to recapitulate some of the key proposals they made. The chart below makes comparisons between the rule-based models.

As it is shown in the table, all of these models could explain the commonly acknowledged lag of productive acquisition behind perceptual acquisition by including production-oriented rules in the grammar. All but one model (the “Articulation” Model by Smith (1973)) assumed that the child’s perceptual representations were not necessarily correct. These models also incorporated perception rules in the grammar. Future models
(2.7) Comparisons of the rule-based models of phonological acquisition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child perceptual</td>
<td>= Adult surface representation</td>
<td>≠ Adult surface representation</td>
<td>≠ Adult surface representation</td>
<td>≠ Adult surface representation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>representation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of rules in model</td>
<td>Production rules only</td>
<td>Perception and production</td>
<td>Perception and production</td>
<td>Perception and production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rules</td>
<td>rules</td>
<td>rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of lexicon(s)</td>
<td>One lexicon</td>
<td>Two lexicon-like levels of</td>
<td>One lexicon</td>
<td>Two lexicons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>representation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap between perception</td>
<td>Accounted for</td>
<td>Accounted for</td>
<td>Accounted for</td>
<td>Accounted for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

should also be able to explain the lag of perception and production and to account for the misperception of the child. As discussed earlier, the proposed model of this dissertation is able to do so. Another question is whether to have a single lexicon in the grammar, or to have separate lexicons for perception and production. Menn and Matthei (1992) argued for a Two-Lexicon Model, because there seemed to be some empirical data that a One-Lexicon Model was not able to handle. However, the Two-Lexicon Model was also not problem-free. One problem was its difficulty in explaining between-word processes. However, this is not a problem for OT-constraint-based models. In what follows, we will review four of the acquisition models proposed in the OT framework.
2.2. Constraint-based models

2.2.1. Separate-grammar model

2.2.1.1. Functional Grammar Model (Boersma 1998)

The Functional Grammar Model (see Boersma and Kirchner (1999) for a summary and review) proposed that perception and production employed separate markedness and faithfulness constraints. In other words, perceptual and productive acquisitions were governed by separate grammars. Different from the other OT models to be reviewed in the following sections (§2.2.2.1, §2.2.2.2, and §2.2.2.3), some of the constraints in this model were functionally grounded and applied themselves to continuous measurements of phonetic factors and articulatory gestures instead of phonological featural representations.

The following is an extremely simplified illustration of the Functional Grammar Model:

(2.8) Basic proposal of the function grammar model:

Speaker: |perceptual specification| ➔ [articulatory implementation] ➔ (/perceptual output/)

Listener: |underlying forms| ← /perceptual input/ ← [acoustic input]

"lexicon"  "phonetics"  "phonology"

More specifically, the model started with the speaker. The speaker had words stored in her lexicon in terms of perceptual features. She then realized these words using
articulatory features, which automatically resulted in the acoustic output. Then the speaker became the listener by hearing her own acoustic output and gave it a surface structure based on the phonology. This resulted in the perceptual output. Now continue with the listener’s side. Under the assumption that the listener was a different person from the speaker, the acoustic output of the speaker was the acoustic input the listener heard. The listener then assigned a surface structure to this input based on the phonology, which resulted in the perceptual input. Then, the listener mapped the perceptual input to the underlying forms in her lexicon.

If we assumed that the speaker and the listener are the same person, the model could be further simplified, as indicated by the dashed lines in the model. The perceptual specification of the speaker and the underlying forms of the listener were the same. Both were lexical representations. The acoustic output of the speaker and the acoustic input of the listener were also the same. The perceptual output of the speaker (when the speaker has become the listener, shown in parentheses) was in fact redundant with the perceptual input of the listener. Thus, the grammar could be simplified into the following:

(2.9) Simplified Functional Grammar Model when speaker=listener:

The Functional Grammar Model was a separate-grammar model. The mapping from the lexicon to the acoustic output, as represented by the first right-going arrow,
corresponded to production, and was mediated through the production grammar. The other right-going arrow represented perception. The lower arrows corresponded to recognition. The production and perception-recognition grammars consisted of distinctive, functionally based constraints. The production grammar contained mainly two kinds of constraints: the gestural constraints (ART) aiming to minimize articulatory efforts, and the faithfulness constraints (FAITH) aiming to minimize perceptual confusion. The interaction between ART and FAITH reflected the tradeoff relation between production ease and perceptual clarity. The perception grammar was in charge of mapping the continuous phonetic signals onto discrete phonological categories. The perceptually oriented markedness constraint *CATEG made sure that only a finite number of features were acquired. The perception-specific faithfulness constraint *WARP demanded that acoustic features be mapped to the closest phonological category. The aim of the perceptual faithfulness constraint *WARP was to minimize perceptual distortion: “A less distorted recognition is preferred over a more distorted recognition” (Boersma 1998, page 164). In addition, the recognition grammar mapped the perceptual input to the underlying forms in the lexicon.

The grammatical model to be proposed by this dissertation is overall more similar to the other OT models than to the Functional Grammar Model. However, it borrows from Boersma (1998) the idea of having distinctive faithfulness constraints in perception and production. More discussion on this topic is in §5.2.3.2.

Like most of the rule-based models discussed earlier, this model also assumed that both perceptual and productive accuracy took significant learning (e.g. p282-283). Perception and production grammars were made up of distinctive constraints that were
functionally based. Presumably, this model should also be able to account for the more advanced development of perception compared to production, although this question was not explicitly dealt with.

2.2.2. Single-grammar models

In the following models, perception and production were not (completely) separate. They shared the same markedness constraints (Pater 2004) or faithfulness constraints (Lassettre and Donegan 1998), or both (Smolensky 1996a). Therefore, we can refer to them as single-grammar models.

2.2.2.1. Shared-C Model (Smolensky 1996a)

In Smolensky’s (1996a) model, perception and production shared the same markedness and faithfulness constraints. In other words, the exact same constraints and rankings controlled perception and production. Therefore and hereafter, we refer to this model as the Shared-C Model. “C” stands for “constraints.”

Smolensky’s model maintained the same assumption of perceptual faithfulness as assumed by Smith (1973), and attributed phonological learning solely to the domain of production. Although the same constraints govern perception and production, they did not exert equal effect across domains. In the largely formal illustration Smolensky gave, the phonological grammar consisted of two types of constraints: markedness constraints STRUC-H (Structural Harmony) and faithfulness constraints FAITH (Faithfulness). Perception consisted of mapping from the Surface Representation (SR) to the Underlying representation (UR), while production involved the opposite mapping, from UR to SR.
The faithfulness constraints evaluated both the UR and the SR and applied to both domains. The markedness constraints, however, only evaluated the SR. In perception, since the SR was fixed, the markedness constraints did not have any effect in deciding between candidates. As a result, the mapping in perception was always faithful. In production, however, the markedness constraints did apply. This explained the lag of production behind perception.

This was illustrated by the following example given by Smolensky (1996a).

(2.10) Example for Smolensky’s Shared-C Model: initial stage

a. Initial state of the production grammar:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>Grammar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. /kæt/</td>
<td>[tæ]</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. /kæt/</td>
<td>[kæt]</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Initial state of the perception grammar:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>Grammar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b. /kæt/</td>
<td>[kæt]</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. /skæti/</td>
<td>[kæt]</td>
<td>* *!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the initial stage of the grammar, it was assumed that the markedness constraints (STRUC-H) dominated the faithfulness constraints (FAITH). In production, the grammar evaluated the competing SRs and chose the less marked [tæ] as the winner. In perception, the URs competed. Since only the faithfulness constraints were effective in perception, the most accurate UR would be the winner.
Example for Smolensky’s Shared-C Model: final stage

a. Final state of the production grammar:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UR</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>Grammar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/kæt/</td>
<td>[ta]</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kæt/</td>
<td>[kæt]</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Final state of the perception grammar:

| b. /kæt/ | [kæt]| *       |
| c. /skæti/ | [kæt]| *!      |

At a later stage, when the faithfulness constraints dominated the markedness constraints, the SR in production would become more complex and matched the UR; and in perception, because the violations that the faithful UR (/kæt/) made was always a subset of the more complex UR (/skæti/), it would still win.

To summarize, this model predicted that the perceptual mapping was always faithful, yet the productive mapping was highly constrained in the beginning and gradually approximated the input as the grammar developed. In this way, Smolensky’s model was able to explain the lag of the child’s production behind perception.

Smolensky’s assumption of the child’s ability to faithfully perceive the adults’ input was supported by phonological discrimination studies. These studies demonstrated that at an early age, children were able to categorically discriminate almost any of the segmental contrasts of the world’s languages (Singh and Black 1966, Eimas et al. 1971, Lasky et al. 1975, Lisker and Abramson 1970, Goto 1971, Miyawaki et al. 1975, Streeter 1976, Trehub 1976, Mackain et al. 1980, Aslin et al. 1981, Werker et al. 1981, Tees and Werker 1982, Jusczyk 1997).
However, by assuming that the learner was always able to perceive a phonological category faithfully, the Shared-C Model had rendered itself irrelevant to any discussion of orders of acquisition in perception. Since all phonological contrasts were instantly perceived, not much room was left for differentiating which contrasts were acquired earlier or later. The perceptual order of acquisition, however, is an important topic that later models (e.g. the Shared-M Model (Pater 2004) discussed in §2.2.2.3 and the proposal of this dissertation).

Like previous researchers (e.g. Braine 1976, Macken 1980, and Menn and Matthei 1992), Smolensky also argued that child’s inaccurate production could not always be associated with performance difficulties. Citing data from earlier researchers (Smith 1973, Menn and Matthei 1992), he reiterated that the lack of motor skills alone would not be able to account for, for instance, children’s ability to imitate certain structures that they systematically avoided to produce on their own (Menn and Matthei 1992) and secondly, their mispronunciation of “puddle” as [pʌɡdə] and “thick” as [fθk] while at the same time pronouncing “puzzle” as [pʌdəl] and “sick” as [θkl] (Smith 1973). So, grammar should also play an active role in both production and comprehension.

2.2.2.2. Shared-F Model (Lassettre and Donegan 1998)

Lassettre and Donegan (1998) pointed out that the Shared-C Model’s (Smolensky 1996a) assumption of perceptual faithfulness created difficulty for explaining adult speakers’ lack of ability to perceive non-native phonological contrasts. For example, the English contrast [l] and [r] is not used in Korean. [l] and [r] are in complementary distribution – [l] occurs at the end of a syllable, while [r] occurs elsewhere. Korean
speakers neutralize this contrast not only in their production, but also in perception. If the learner’s perception were accurate as assumed by Smolensky’s model, such perceptual neutralization would not have been expected.

Smolensky did suggest a potential solution to this problem (1996a, foot note 3). He proposed that the contrasting features of non-native phonological contrasts were underspecified in the UR. For a Korean speaker, *bear* and *bail* would both be represented as /beL/ underlyingly. Thus, in perception, the SRs of *bear* [ber] and *bail* [bel] converged in the same UR. This meant that the Shared-C Model “need not immediately lead to the conclusion that comprehension is inherently errorless (Smolensky 1996a, foot note 3).”

However, Lassettre and Donegan (1998) argued that UR underspecification could not account for all perceptual neutralization. In cases that were more complex than the Korean [l]-[r] pair, this proposal would not work. The example they gave was American English speakers’ pronunciation of nasalized and non-nasalized vowels, as shown below.

(2.12) Coexistence of perceptual merger and distinction for vowel nasalization

| perceptual merger: | say [sei] | sane [sēîn] |
| perceptual distinction: | sate [seït] | saint [sëît] |

Vowel nasalization sometimes was a predictable feature and was neutralized in perception: [sei] and [sêi] did not constitute different words, neither did [sîn] and [sêin]. In this case, underspecification of the nasal feature was granted. Other times, however, nasalization could be a contrastive feature: sate [seït] and saint [sëit] were different words to native American English listeners. Here, the nasal feature must be specified in the lexicon. Smolensky’s proposal would not be able to characterize both patterns of vowel nasalization at the same time.
To solve this type of problems, Lassettre and Donegan (1998) proposed two types of markedness constraints: the Segmental Well-formedness (SEGWF) constraints and the Sequential Well-formedness (SEQWF) constraints. SEGWF evaluated both URs and SRs, while SEQWF only evaluated SRs. Thus, only SEGWF constraints were effective in the perceptual mapping from SR to UR, while both SEGWF and SEQWF constraints were effective in the productive mapping from UR to SR. Perception and production had the same faithfulness constraints (hence Shared-F Model).

The Shared-F Model was able to explain the perceptual merger and distinction in UR for vowel nasalization at the same time. As Lassettre and Donegan demonstrated (page 351, Tableau 4), the key was to account for the perceptual distinction between word pairs such as *sate* [seit] and *saint* [seɪt] without sacrificing the underspecification of the nasal feature in the UR for the *say* [sei] and *sane* [seɪn] pair. This goal could be achieved by having */seint/, a form that has no vowel nasalization, as the UR of *saint*, which the Shared-F Model was able to do.

One remaining problem that the Shared-F Model had yet to fully explain was simpler cases such as the Korean *bear* [ber] and *bail* [bel] pair. Lassettre and Donegan claimed that it could be resolved in the same way as the vowel nasalization case (page 352, see Tableau 6). However, this dissertation argues that the effect of SEQWF in the Korean case was not as well justified as in the vowel nasalization case: the phonological contrast between [ber]-[bel] did not seem to involve any featural sequence. Even if we regard [er] and [el] as featural sequences, it was still unclear how the stipulated SEQWF would evaluate the candidates in this case – was [er] a better sequence or a worse sequence than [el], and why? If SEQWF did not apply, then SEGWF would be the only
markedness constrains in the two domains. Thus, perception and production would share
the same markedness constraints as well as faithfulness constraints. This would
essentially turn the Shared-F Model into the Shared-C Model. The model would not be
able to account for the neutralization of non-native phonological contrasts such as the
Korean [l]-[r] pair. The proposal of this dissertation, however, is able to handle this
problem (see §5.3.2.2 for details).

With SEGWF in perception, the Shared-F Model allowed non-faithful perceptual
mapping; with more markedness constraints in production than in perception, it was also
able to capture the lag of productive acquisition behind perception.

2.2.2.3 Shared-M Model (Pater 2004)

Pater (2004) also challenged the assumption of perception being always faithful
by Smith (1973) and Smolensky (1996a) with evidence from new empirical studies –
studies that required children to not only distinguish sound categories on the spot (as in a
phonological discrimination task), but also store the distinction in memory (as in a
phonological memory task) or form sound-meaning associations (as in a word-learning
task) demonstrated a decline in children’s ability to make such distinctions (see §3.1.1).
For example, 14-month olds were found to be able to discriminate [bʃ] vs. [dʃ] in a
phonological discrimination task, but not when word learning was involved (Stager and
argued, Smolensky’s model would not be able to account for such imperfection of
perception. He proposed to improve the model by allowing separate faithfulness
constraints for comprehension and production while retaining shard markedness constraints for the two domains. We refer to Pater’s proposal as the Shared-M Model.

In the Shared-M Model, the developmental gap between perception and production was interpreted as a markedness relationship “between receptive and productive competence [, which] arises when the perceptual representations are more marked than the representations evinced in production” (Pater 2004, p220). This imbalance between the markedness of the perceptual and productive representations, in the Shared-M Model, was characterized by the ranking $F_{\text{perception}} \gg M \gg F_{\text{production}}$.

Another important piece of evidence for the shared markedness constraints was a developmental parallel between perception and production: phonological contrasts were acquired in the same order in perception and production. Having the same markedness constraints in the two domains, Pater (2004) argued, would allow the grammar to explain this parallel. The other phonological acquisition models either did not discuss such evidence or it was unclear how such evidence could be accounted for.

Empirical studies in this dissertation (see Chapter 4) suggested that, under certain conditions, the order of acquisition of phonological contrasts in perception and production would mismatch. In order to account for the mismatch, it proposes to modify the Shared-M Model by allowing separate and heterogeneous faithfulness constraints in the two domains (Chapter 5). The next chapter reviews the Shared-M Model in more detail. Before we move on to Chapter 3, let us make some comparison between the constraint-based models.
2.2.3. Summary of the constraint-based models

Chart (2.13) compares the four OT models.

(2.13) Comparisons between the OT models of phonological acquisition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Child perception</td>
<td>Not always faithful</td>
<td>Assumed to be faithful (except for cases of underspecification in UR)</td>
<td>Not always faithful</td>
<td>Not always faithful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of grammars in model</td>
<td>Both perception and production grammars</td>
<td>Both perception and production grammars</td>
<td>Both perception and production grammars</td>
<td>Both perception and production grammars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Types of constraints associated with perception and production</td>
<td>Separate markedness and faithfulness constraints in both perception and production</td>
<td>Shared markedness and faithfulness constraints in both perception and production</td>
<td>(Partially) separate markedness constraints and shared faithfulness constraints in perception and production</td>
<td>Shared markedness constraints, but separate faithfulness constraints for perception and production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gap between perception and production</td>
<td>Presumably accounted for</td>
<td>Accounted for</td>
<td>Accounted for</td>
<td>Accounted for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel between perceptual and productive orders of acquisition</td>
<td>Not discussed and unclear as to whether it can be accounted for</td>
<td>Not discussed, but the assumption of faithful perception makes it irrelevant</td>
<td>Not discussed</td>
<td>Accounted for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It might not be very straightforward to compare the OT acquisition models with the earlier discussed rule-based models. However, combining this table with (2.7), there
are several points we could make: first of all, the lag of productive acquisition behind perceptual acquisition was a fact that all the models acknowledged and were also able to explain. The “Articulation” Model (Smith 1973) and the Shared-C Model (Smolensky 1996a) both assumed that perception was faithful. The difference between them was that the Shared-C Model considered it the result of a working perception grammar, which was lacking in the Articulation Model. As argued by the proponents of the other models (Braine 1976, Macken 1980, Menn and Matthei 1992, Lassette and Donegan 1998, and Pater 2004), however, the child’s perceptual representation did not always match the adult’s surface representation. In these models, either perception rules or perception-oriented constraints were employed to characterize the development of perceptual mappings. Furthermore, as will be discussed in the next chapter, what sets the Shared-M Model (Pater 2004) apart from the other constraint-based and all the rule-based models was that it was also able to account for new empirical evidence that demonstrated a paralleled between receptive and productive acquisitions of phonology.

The Shared-M Model is the focus of the next chapter. In that chapter, we will first take a closer look at the proposal of the Shared-M Model: what kind of constraints it contains, how the constraints rank in relation to each other, and how the ranking changes through the stages of the learner’s grammar. We will also see how this model is able to explain not only the lag of production behind perception but also a case of matching acquisition orders between the two domains. Finally, Chapter Three goes on to elaborate the assumptions made by the Shared-M Models by proposing two sub-models. These sub-models make competing predictions as to the perceptual acquisition order of the phonological contrasts [t]-[n] and [n]-[r].
CHAPTER 3
FOCUS ON THE SHARED-M MODEL

The Shared-M Model consists of shared markedness constraints for perception and production but separate faithfulness constraints in the two domains. In what follows, we will first look at how these constraints regulate the mappings between levels of phonological representations as the grammar develops (§3.1). We will then see how the separate faithfulness constraints and the shared markedness constraints rank with each other in accounting for the developmental gap between perception and production (§3.2) and the parallel in receptive and productive orders (§3.3). A concrete example follows to demonstrate how the gap and the parallel are explained (§3.4). Then, two competing sub-models are proposed by elaborating the theoretical assumptions of the Shared-M Model (§3.5). These sub-models make conflicting predictions as to the relation between the orders of acquisition in perception and production. The predictions will be tested by the empirical studies in the next Chapter.

3.1. Structure and developmental stages of the Shared-M Model

3.1.1. Levels of phonological acquisition and phonological representations

In this dissertation, phonological acquisition, including receptive and productive acquisition, is defined as the development of the learner’s ability to distinguish
phonological contrasts in hearing or producing certain phonological forms (syllables, words, passages of speech, etc.) under certain conditions.

The acquisition of phonological contrasts in perception is a fairly broad concept that encompasses distinctive psycholinguistic processes dealt with in a wide range of literature. For example, it can refer to the perception of phonetic signals in terms of phonological categories that infants of 4-6 months of age were found to be capable of for phonological contrasts in their own languages and in languages for which they had not had any prior experience. They have been shown to be able to do this for various types of phonemes, including stop consonants (Lasky et al. 1975, Streeter 1976, and Aslin et al. 1981), sibilants (Trehub 1976), vowels (Trehub 1976), and liquids (Eilers et al. 1978); and for both naturally recorded speech sounds (Trehub 1976, Werker et al. 1981, and Werker and Tees 1983) and computer synthesized sounds (Lasky et al. 1975, Streeter 1976, and Aslin et al. 1981). By contrast, older children and adults have been found not to be able to easily perceive non-native phonological contrasts as they could for native ones. English-acquiring children of four, eight and twelve years of age performed as poorly as adults in the experiments conducted by Werker et al. (1981). Evidence for the loss of such ability also includes studies done with non-native VOT contrasts (Singh and Black 1966, Lisker and Abramson 1970) and non-native contrasts in place and manner of articulation (Goto 1971, Miyawaki et al. 1975, Trehub 1976, MacKain et al. 1980, Werker et al. 1981, and Tees and Werker 1982). In fact, the loss of this ability was found to have started as early as within the first year of life as infants gained more experience in their own language (Werker and Tees 1984).
In the above studies, the infant and adult subjects were tested on their ability to differentiate two or more phonetic signals as distinctive phonological categories. They were presented with one kind of sound stimuli and, upon the presentation of another sound stimulus that could be the same or different from the previous ones, were either observed for behavioral response (such as an increased sucking rate or a longer gaze paired with head turn), asked to press a button or report “same/different.” In this kind of procedure, the memory demand on the subjects is usually the minimum and no meaning differentiation is involved. In other words, the sound stimuli were perceived as pure, meaningless phonological categories that could be used in a language. Therefore, we can refer to these studies as “phonological discrimination” studies.

Phonological acquisition in perception can also refer to the learner’s ability to retrieve a phonological form stored in memory. This form can be meaningless, as infants of 7½ months’ age were found to be capable of for trochaic foot and infants of 10 months’ age for iambic foot (Jusczyk et al. 1999), or already paired with meaning, as found with infants of 14 months’ age or older for nonwords such as Lif and Neem (Stager and Werker 1997, Werker et al. 1998, and Werker et al. 2002). In the former case, Jusczyk et al. (1999) worked with 7½-month old and 10-month old English-acquiring and Dutch-acquiring infants. In this study, the infants were first familiarized with syllables either in the trochaic or the iambic foot and then presented with passages that either contained or did not contain the familiarized syllables. The experiment was conducted using one version of the head-turn procedure and the infants’ looking time with their heads turned towards left or right were monitored online. It was expected that if the infants had memorized the linguistic form they were familiarized with, in the test trials,
they would show preference for the passages that contained the familiarized syllables by listening to those passages longer. By comparing results across age groups and syllable types, it was found that the younger infants showed preference for passages that contained the familiarized syllables when and only when they were trochaic syllables, while the older infants did for iambic syllables (as well). As we can see, in this kind of experimental setup, the familiarized syllables and the test syllables were presented in different linguistic contexts, and there was also a substantial time passage between the familiarization stage and the test stage. In order to succeed, the subjects must first be able to store the familiarized form in memory and then be able to retrieve it from memory when the right type of stimuli was presented. This was different from the phonological discrimination studies, where the subjects did not need to memorize the linguistic representation. So, we can call this kind of tasks “phonological memory” studies.

When phonological acquisition in perception involves meaning pairing, such as tested using the Switch paradigm (Werker et al. 1998), the subjects would not only need to store the presented phonological forms in memory, but also have to associate the changes in speech sounds with variations in meaning. Essentially, this is what they needed to do in learning new words. Thus, this kind of task is referred to as “word-learning” task. Take the experiments done by Werker et al. (1998) as an example. The study also consists of two stages: habituation phase and test phase. 14-month olds were habituated to two word-object pairings: Lif with object A and Neem with object B. Then they were presented with two test trials, one with the same word-object pairing, e.g. Lif with object A, and the other with a switched pairing, e.g. Lif with object B. The subjects’ looking time at the visual presentations was monitored. The 14-month olds tested were
found to look at the switch trial significantly longer. This showed that the subjects were able to detect the change in the word-object association. To do this, these subjects must not only have stored the sounds and objects information in their memory, but also have noticed and memorized the associations between them. This study demonstrated that at 14 months of age, children were able to differentiate sound stimuli that were as different as *Lif* and *Neem* in associating them with meaning.

To summarize, the acquisition of phonological contrasts in perception has been studied at the following three levels: the phonological discrimination level, the phonological memory level and word-learning level. The empirical data obtained from these studies suggest that infants are born with the ability to discriminate virtually any phonological contrasts used by natural languages (Lasky et al. 1975, Streeter 1976, and Aslin et al. 1981, Trehub 1976, Eilers et al. 1978, Werker et al. 1981, and Werker and Tees 1983). This ability gradually declines at 4~5 months of age as they gain more experience in their native language and start building their own phonology (Singh and Black 1966, Lisker and Abramson 1970, Goto 1971, Miyawaki et al. 1975, Trehub 1976, MacKain et al. 1980, Werker et al. 1981, Tees and Werker 1982, and Werker and Tees 1984). Yet, at the same time, their ability to memorize native phonological patterns starts to increase (Jusczyk et al. 1999). With further development of their cognitive abilities, by 9~10 months of age, they are gradually able to pair the phonological forms they have stored in memory with meanings and start building a perceptual lexicon (Stager and Werker 1997, Werker et al. 1998, and Werker et al. 2002). Finally, by 17~18 months, they have developed the motor skills for producing the phonological categories and are
able to realize the phonological contrasts in production. The chart in (3.1) aims to illustrate this developmental process.

It is important to note, however, that there are significant overlaps between these stages of development. For example, children probably do not wait until they are able to store all the phonological contrasts in memory before starting associating some of them with meaning changes; and later on, as they are already producing some phonological forms, they are probably still adding more entities to their perceptual lexicon. The ages in month given for each stage of development should also not be interpreted as the exact onset time for that stage. For instance, children are observed to begin producing words as early as around their first birthday, even though the rate of productive acquisition at that point is relatively slow (Werker et al. 1998), and at 18~24 months, they are usually

(3.1) Stages of phonological acquisition in perception and production

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input: Acoustic signals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>output: Distinctive phonological categories not yet stored in memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0~4 mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>output: Memorized phonological categories not yet paired with meaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5~9 mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>output: Memorized phonological categories paired with meaning distinctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10~17 mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>output: Produced phonological categories in meaningful words</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18~24 mo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
observed to go through a much faster stage of productive acquisition that has been termed as “naming explosion” or “vocabulary spurt” (Bloom 1973, Benedict 1979). In addition, there is much variation between individual child and also between female and male children in the rate of phonological acquisition in general. So, this chart is only to illustrate an approximate developmental process based on the previously discussed studies. More importantly, it shows that phonological acquisition in perception needs to be further defined and provides a context for doing so.

This dissertation investigates the acquisition of phonological contrasts in perception and in production. In perception, it focuses on word learning and assumes that the same phonological contrast has been learned in phonological memory in the same manner as in word learning. This assumption makes comparing and contrasting the acquisition in perception and production less cumbersome – the same idea does not need to be expressed twice for phonological memory and word learning in perception. The empirical studies done as part of the dissertation also only involve word-learning tasks. So, “phonological acquisition in perception” in this dissertation, unless otherwise indicated, corresponds to the development of children’s ability to perceptually associate a phonological contrast with a contrast in word meaning.

3.1.2. Structure of the Shared-M Model

In this model, it is assumed that phonological contrasts are represented at four different levels: the perceived Acoustic level, first of all, is where acoustic signals are received by the learner as input. Then, at the perceived Surface level, these contrasts or phonological representations are stored in memory, but not yet paired with meaning. The
justification for this level of representation was from the seemingly conflicting results of the studies done by Jusczyk and Aslin (1995) and Stager and Werker (1997). In Jusczyk and Aslin’s study, 7½-month olds were familiarized with the words “cup” and “dog” and were then presented with passages that contained either the words they had been familiarized with or the minimally different “tup” and “bawg.” Using the headturn preference procedure, the study found that these children listened longer to the passages that contained “cup” and “dog” than to the ones that contained “tup” and “bawg.” What was puzzling was that the ability to distinguish consonantal place of articulation features was not found for the older children tested by Stager and Werker. The 14-month olds participated in their study were not able to discriminate “bih” vs. “dih.” The two studies, though both required the subjects to store the familiarized phonological contrast in memory and recognize it when re-presented, were substantially different. As Jusczyk and Aslin pointed out, their study did not involve any meaning differentiation, unlike the word-learning task the 14-month olds were engaged in. The increased processing demand of the word-learning study was probably the reason why the older children failed at distinguishing the same kind of phonological contrast that the 7½-month olds were able to tell apart. Pater (2004) argued that the 7½-month olds’ success suggested a level of representation where the phonological forms were stored free of meaning. This level of representation is referred to as the perceived Surface level. At the Lexical level, the phonological contrasts are associated with meaning changes. Finally, the produced Surface level is where the speaker realizes the phonological contrasts in production. The perceived Acoustic, perceived Surface, Lexical and produced Surface levels of representation are all constructs in terms of phonological features.
In this model, phonological perception and production are characterized as mappings of phonological forms or contrasts from one level of representation to the immediate next. For example, the Dutch- and English-learning children’s recognition of the prosodic forms (discussed in §2.1.1) (Jusczyk et al. 1999) involved mappings from the Acoustic level to the perceived Surface level. In this process, the prosodic forms (trochaic foot vs. iambic foot) were stored in the speakers’ memory as separate phonological categories. In learning new words, however, sound contrasts are associated with alternations in meaning. For example, changing from the voiceless unaspirated alveolar stop [t] to the nasal alveolar [n] implies changing in word meaning such as from [tej] (day) to [nej] (nay). In this case, the mapping is from the perceived Surface level, where the phonological distinction between [t] and [n] is stored in memory by the listener, to the Lexical level, where the contrast between [t] and [n] is not only stored in memory but also associated with meaning distinction. In production, a stored lexical item is realized in an acoustic form, so the mapping is from the Lexical level to the produced Surface level, where [t] and [n] are produced.

Like all of the previously reviewed models (Smith 1973, Braine 1976, Macken 1980, Menn and Matthei 1992, Boersma 1998, and Smolnelsky 1996a), the Shared-M Model assumes that the mappings between the levels of phonological representation are intermediated and regulated by the learner’s grammar (Pater 2004). The Shared-M Model has a common set of markedness constraints that applies to all the mapping processes. Each mapping, however, has its own faithfulness constraints that do not apply to the other mappings. In this sense, the single grammar is composed of several sub-grammars. These sub-grammars are connected to each other through the shared markedness constraints.
The structure of the Shared-M Model, its sub-grammars, and their relations to the mappings between the phonological representations can be illustrated using a diagram like (3.2).

In this figure, the arrows stand for the levels of representation, and the boxes represent the sub-grammars that take these representations as either input or output.

Through Perception Grammar 1, the Acoustic input is mapped to a perceived Surface representation. At the perceived Surface level, the phonological form is perceived by the learner and stored in memory. The perceived Surface representation serves as the input for Perception Grammar 2, the output of which is a Lexical representation. Different from the perceived Surface representation, the Lexical representation contains both phonological and semantic information. The learner’s production of the Lexical representation is controlled by the Production Grammar.

In (3.2), the shared markedness constraints are represented using M. F(AS) is the faithfulness constraints that target the mapping from the Acoustic level to the perceived Surface level. Similarly, F(SL) regulates the mapping from perceived Surface to Lexical and F(LS) is in charge of the mapping from Lexical to the produced Surface level. Each
of the sub-grammars contains the same markedness constraints but distinctive faithfulness constraints. The constraints are connected to the sub-grammars that they belong to using straight lines.

3.1.3. Developmental stages of the Shared-M Model

The Shared-M Model, like the other OT phonological acquisition models, assumes that the grammar begins with the markedness constraints dominating the faithfulness constraints (see §5.1.1. for literature review). By definition, the markedness constraints mitigate against complex structures while the faithfulness constraints demand accurate mappings. So, at the initial stage, only the most simple or unmarked structures are allowed by the learner’s grammar. The grammar develops as the markedness constraints are gradually demoted in relation to the faithfulness constraints, as shown in (3.3). In this process, as soon as the faithfulness constraints targeting a certain domain dominate all the relevant markedness constraints, the mapping in that domain will be able to become faithful. For example, at stage (3.3.b), the representation at the perceived Surface level presumably retains all the phonological features of the representation at the Acoustic level, because F(AS) is ranked above M. At stage (3.3.d), when all the markedness constraints are finally demoted below all the faithfulness constraints, the child grammar has developed into the adult grammar (see §5.1.2 for discussion of the Continuity Hypothesis).
(3.3) Child grammar develops into adult grammar

   b. F(AS) >> M >> F(SL) >> F(LS)
   c. F(AS) >> F(SL) >> M >> F(LS)

Adult grammar: d. F(AS) >> F(SL) >> F(LS) >> M

In §3.1.1, we reviewed three kinds of phonological perception experiments:
phonological discrimination, phonological memory and word-learning experiments. In a
phonological memory experiment, the phonological representation is mapped from the
Acoustic level to the perceived Surface level. A faithful mapping between these two
levels is achieved at stage (3.3.b). Likewise, at stage (3.3.c), the mapping between the
perceived Surface level and the Lexical level should also be faithful. This is the mapping
that constitutes word learning. Therefore, a subject with a grammar like (3.3.c) should
succeed in word-learning tasks as well as in phonological memory tasks. A subject that
has a grammar like (3.3.d) is also be able produce the phonological forms involved. As
for the phonological discrimination task, the Shared-M Model does not seem to offer a
clear characterization. This dissertation suggests that children’s ability to differentiate
non-native phonological categories from zero to 4~6 months of age exists in full strength
before their native phonology starts to take effect. So, this stage can be understood as a
pre-grammar stage. At this stage, infants’ differentiation of native and non-native
phonological categories is not mediated by a phonological grammar. The phonological
representations are not stored in long-term memory and not yet retained to be used for the
next level of phonological mapping.

The following figure summarizes the relationship between the ages of the subjects
tested, the levels of phonological representations, mappings between them, the types of
phonological perception experiments, and the stages of the Shared-M Grammar. The levels of representations are results of development or maturation of the child’s perceptual system (indicated with round-cornered rectangle in dashed line). The approximate ages at which these levels of representations are established are marked to their left. The change of the grammar over time is a result of learning (indicated with

(3.4) Stages of the Shared-M Model: development and learning
3.2. Accounting for the lag of production behind perception

3.2.1. Evidence for the gap

It is commonly observed that children’s ability to distinguish phonological contrasts in production lags behind their ability to do so in perception (anecdotal evidence: Smith 1973, Menn and Matthei 1992; experimental evidence: Edwards 1974, Barton 1976, Strange and Broen 1980, Velleman 1988, Stager and Werker 1997, and Werker and Stager 2000; also see §2.1.1). In the Shared-M Model, this developmental “gap” between perception and production is interpreted as a markedness relationship “between receptive and productive competence [, which] arises when the perceptual representations are more marked than the representations evinced in production” (Pater 2004, p220).

3.2.2. Formal explanation for the gap

To ensure that the perceptual representations are not less marked than the productive ones, the Shared-M Model proposes domain-specific faithfulness constraints
that are fixed in ranking, with the faithfulness constraints targeting production always dominated by the ones targeting perception. That is, the perception-oriented F(AS) and F(SL) are ranked above the production-targeted F(LS). Within perception, the mapping of an Acoustic form onto a meaningless perceived Surface form stored in memory presumably precedes the association of the perceived Surface form to word meaning. Thus, F(AS) dominates F(SL). Therefore, the Shared-M Model assumes the following ranking of the faithfulness constraints:

\[(3.5) \text{ Fixed ranking of the faithfulness constraints:} \]

\[ F(AS) >> F(SL) >> F(LS) \]

The fixed ranking of the faithfulness constraints ensures that if a phonological contrast is to be preserved by the grammar (or to be acquired by the learner), it will be preserved in perception before in production, and thus would explain the lag of production behind perception. Likewise, within the domain of perception, before the contrast can be employed in word-learning, it must first be stored in the speaker’s memory.

At the initial stage of acquisition, presumably a given phonological contrast has not been distinguished in either perception or production, so M dominates all faithfulness constraints, as shown in (3.6).

As discussed earlier, the acquisition process in this model is characterized by the demotion of the markedness constraints relative to the faithfulness constraints, as illustrated by (3.7). At the initial stage, when the markedness constraint dominates all faithfulness constraints, it neutralizes any phonological contrasts the learner receives into
The initial state of constraint ranking in the Shared-M Model

\[ M >> F(AS) >> F(SL) >> F(LS) \]

(Acoustic \(\rightarrow\) Surface) (Surface \(\rightarrow\) Lexical) (Lexical \(\rightarrow\) Surface)

Perception \(\rightarrow\) Production

the less marked form and therefore she is not yet able to acquire a phonological contrast in either perception or production. As soon as \( M \) is demoted below \( F(AS) \), as shown in (3.7.b), \( F(AS) \) would be able to preserve the phonological contrasts in the mapping from A(coustic) to lower S(urface), as in a phonological memory task. When \( M \) is further demoted below both \( F(AS) \) and \( F(SL) \), as in (3.7.c), the contrasts would be acquired in the mapping from the lower Surface level to the Lexical level as well, like in a word-learning task. When in (3.7.d) \( M \) is finally demoted to the bottom of the ranking below all faithfulness constraints, the contrasts would be preserved through all mappings, so would be acquired in production as well as in perception.

(3.7) Summary of the acquisition process characterized by the Shared-M Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grammar</th>
<th>Stage of acquisition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Child grammar:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( M &gt;&gt; F(AS) &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; F(LS) )</td>
<td>Contrasts not acquired in either Perception or Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“phonological-memory”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“word learning”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Perception)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Production)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3. Accounting for the developmental parallel

3.3.1. Evidence for the parallel

Pater (2004) proposed that children’s acquisition of phonological contrasts in early perception and production unfold in parallel with each other. Evidence for the developmental parallel comes from the similar patterns that have been observed in the development of prosodic complexity by English- and Dutch-learning children. In early speech production, these children were found to go through a stage in which words were uttered only in the form of a trochaic foot (Smith 1973, Ingram 1974, Allen and Hawkins 1978, Echols and Newport 1992, Fee 1992, Fikkert 1994, Gerken 1994, Wijnen et al.)
1994, Demuth 1995 and Pater 1997). Such a restriction to the trochaic word-form was also found in early perception. Using one version of the Headturn Preference Procedure, Jusczyk et al. (1999) first familiarized the infant participants with words presented in isolation, and then tested on their preferences for passages of continuous speech containing these words. The study found that 7½-month-olds' preference for words represented in passages was significant only when those words were in the form of trochees, but not when they were iambs. Ten-month-olds, however, showed significant preference both when the words were trochees and when they were iambs. These findings suggested that, in children’s perception, trochaic foot is perceptually acquired (or memorized and recognized as a phonological form) earlier than iambic foot, an order mirroring their production of these prosodic forms.

3.3.2. Formal explanation for the parallel

The markedness constraints regulate against marked output in favor of unmarked output. When there are two competing outputs, one marked, and the other unmarked, for a mapping between two levels of phonological representations, the ranking relation of these markedness constraints with the faithfulness constraints specific to that mapping decides whether the winning output is the marked one or the unmarked one. By definition, the constraint interaction always starts with the markedness constraints dominating the faithfulness constraints and ends with the opposite. Consequently, the unmarked form wins at the beginning and the marked one succeeds at the end. This order is true to the mappings between all levels. Thus, the unmarked form is acquired earlier than the marked form at all levels. This is illustrated in (3.8).
(3.8) The unmarked form is acquired earlier than the marked at all levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grammar</th>
<th>Output for mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M &gt;&gt; F(AS) &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; F(LS)</td>
<td>A→S unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(AS) &gt;&gt; M &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; F(LS)</td>
<td>S→L unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(AS) &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; M &gt;&gt; F(LS)</td>
<td>L→S unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F(As) &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; F(LS) &gt;&gt; M</td>
<td>marked marked marked</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When there are more than two relevant output possibilities, because the markedness constraint ranking is fixed and, furthermore, because the faithfulness constraints across the mappings are duplicates of each other and therefore would not incur variation in the order as to which output wins first, the order of acquisition is also homogeneous across mappings.

3.4. An example for explaining the gap and the parallel

To demonstrate how the Shared-M Model accounts for the matching orders of receptive and productive acquisition and the developmental gap between the two domains, we will borrow Pater’s (2004) example. This example explains the precedence of trochaic foot over iambic foot in children’s perception and production. The proposed markedness constraint WordSize and domain-specific faithfulness constraints Max(SL) and Max(LS) are defined as follows:

(3.9) Definitions of the constraints WordSize, Max(SL) and Max(LS) (Pater 2004, page 29)

**WordSize**: A word is made up of a single trochee.

**Max(SL)**: If the input is a Surface form, every segment of the input has a correspondent in the output.
**Max(LS):** If the input is a Lexical form, every segment of the input has a correspondent in the output.

According to the Shared-M Model, Max(SL) >> Max (LS) is a fixed ranking. At the initial stage of the grammar, when the markedness constraint is ranked high, the output in both perception and production conforms to the unmarked form, i.e. a single trochee.

(3.10) Initial state of the grammar

a. In perception, mapping from perceived Surface to Lexical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>garád3</th>
<th>WordSize</th>
<th>Max(SL)</th>
<th>Max(LS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>[gád]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>[go[rád3]]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. In production, mapping from Lexical to produced Surface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>gad3</th>
<th>WordSize</th>
<th>Max(SL)</th>
<th>Max(LS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>[gád]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>[go[rád3]]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the output of the perception grammar [gád3] serves as the input for production. At the next stage, WordSize is between the two faithfulness constraints.

(3.11) Intermediate state of the grammar

a. In perception, mapping from perceived Surface to Lexical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S</th>
<th>garád3</th>
<th>Max(SL)</th>
<th>WordSize</th>
<th>Max(LS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>[gád3]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2</td>
<td>[go[rád3]]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. In production, mapping from Lexical to produced Surface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L</th>
<th>garád3</th>
<th>Max(SL)</th>
<th>WordSize</th>
<th>Max(LS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>[gád3]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>[go[rád3]]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The faithfulness constraint for perception, Max(SL), is now above the markedness constraint, so the perceptual output matches the input. The productive output, however, still has the unmarked form. In other words, the perceived representation has a structure that is more complex than the produced representation. This lag of production behind perception is handled by the fixed domination of the perceptual faithfulness constraint over the productive faithfulness constraint. At the final stage, the markedness constraint is ranked the lowest on the hierarchy.

(3.12) Final state of the grammar

a. In perception, mapping from perceived Surface to Lexical

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S: gərádʒ</th>
<th>Max(SL)</th>
<th>Max(LS)</th>
<th>WordSize</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L₁: [gádʒ]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L₂: [gə[rádʒ]]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. In production, mapping from Lexical to produced Surface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L: gərádʒ</th>
<th>Max(SL)</th>
<th>Max(LS)</th>
<th>WordSize</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S₁: [gádʒ]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S₂: [gə[rádʒ]]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a result, the complex structure is retained in both perception and production.

The acquisition output through the developmental stages can be summarized as below. As we can see, the more complex form [gərádʒ] is acquired in perception earlier than in production (i.e. the gap). And, in both domains, [gádʒ] is acquired earlier than [gərádʒ] (i.e. the parallel).

(3.13) Summary of the acquisition output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Perception</th>
<th>Production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial stage:</td>
<td>[gádʒ]</td>
<td>[gádʒ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate stage:</td>
<td>[gərádʒ]</td>
<td>[gádʒ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final stage:</td>
<td>[gərádʒ]</td>
<td>[gərádʒ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The developmental parallel seems a necessary result of having perception and production share the same markedness constraints: If the same preference for a certain unmarked structure affects the perceptual and the productive mappings in the same manner, it is perhaps no surprise that the structural markedness is sequentially articulated in the same way across domains. However, having a common set of markedness constraints is not a sufficient condition for having matching orders of acquisition in perception and production, for which two further assumptions must be made. The following section elaborates these assumptions and on this basis proposes two competing sub-models of the Shared-M Model.

3.5 The Shared-M Model’s sub-models and their predictions

3.5.1. The Shared-M Model’s hidden assumptions for explaining the parallel

In addition to sharing the same set of markedness constraints between perception and production, the Shared-M Model’s explanation for the matching orders of acquisition, strictly speaking, rests on two more assumptions that Pater (2004) did not elaborate:

One, the shared markedness constraints must be fixed in ranking across all mappings. Otherwise, the ranking of the M constraints when S is mapped to L might be different from when L is mapped to S. This may lead to different acquisition orders in the $S \rightarrow L$ mapping and the $L \rightarrow S$ mapping, that is, in perception and production.

Two, the faithfulness constraints must not only be fixed in ranking, but also be homogeneous in form and function. That is, the faithfulness constraints for production
must mirror the ones for perception. Otherwise, it is also possible for the faithfulness constraints to incur mismatching acquisition orders.

Let’s look at a schematic example of how the Shared-M Model reranks its constraints under these two assumptions. This is shown in (3.14. a-g). M₃ >> M₂ >> M₁ represents the fixed ranking of markedness constraints shared by perception and production. F(AS) >> F(SL) >> F(LS) represents the fixed ranking of domain-specific faithfulness constraints. We also assume that these constraints are analogous to each other in form and function: the only differences between them are the levels of representations they can take as their input or output. For example, F(AS) can only have Acoustic representations as its input and perceived Surface representations as its output. C₁-₂ and C₂-₃ represent the phonemic contrasts between segments 1&2 and 2&3 respectively. We also assume that only one markedness constraint can be demoted by only one constraint at each step. Theoretically, there are many possible ways in which the grammar develops. For example, M₂ may be demoted below F(AS) before M₁ has been lowered below F(SL). What is shown in (3.14) is one of such possibilities.

For a contrast (e.g. C₁-₂) to be acquired in phonological memory, word learning or production, the faithfulness constraint targeting the relevant domain (e.g. F(AS) for phonological memory) must dominate both of the relevant markedness constraints (e.g. M₁ and M₂ for C₁-₂). If this condition is not satisfied, the dominating markedness constraint(s) (e.g. M₁ and M₂ in (3.14.a) or M₂ as in (3.14.b), (3.14.c) and (3.14d)) will neutralize this contrast (C₁-₂) into the less marked of the pair as the output.
One possible acquisition process of the Shared-M Model under fixed markedness ranking $M_3 >> M_2 >> M_1$ and homogeneous faithfulness constraints $F(AS)$, $F(SL)$ and $F(LS)$.

### Constraint ranking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint ranking</th>
<th>Stage of acquisition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phonological Memory (A→S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. $M_3 &gt;&gt; M_2 &gt;&gt; M_1 &gt;&gt; F(AS) &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; F(LS)$</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. $M_3 &gt;&gt; M_2 &gt;&gt; F(AS) &gt;&gt; M_1 &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; F(LS)$</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. $M_3 &gt;&gt; M_2 &gt;&gt; F(AS) &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; M_1 &gt;&gt; F(LS)$</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. $M_3 &gt;&gt; M_2 &gt;&gt; F(AS) &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; F(LS) &gt;&gt; M_1$</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. $M_3 &gt;&gt; F(AS) &gt;&gt; M_2 &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; F(LS) &gt;&gt; M_1$</td>
<td>$C_{1-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. $M_3 &gt;&gt; F(AS) &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; M_2 &gt;&gt; F(LS) &gt;&gt; M_1$</td>
<td>$C_{1-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. $M_3 &gt;&gt; F(AS) &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; F(LS) &gt;&gt; M_2 &gt;&gt; M_1$</td>
<td>$C_{1-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. $F(AS) &gt;&gt; M_3 &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; F(LS) &gt;&gt; M_2 &gt;&gt; M_1$</td>
<td>$C_{1-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i. $F(AS) &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; M_3 &gt;&gt; F(LS) &gt;&gt; M_2 &gt;&gt; M_1$</td>
<td>$C_{1-2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j. $F(AS) &gt;&gt; F(SL) &gt;&gt; F(LS) &gt;&gt; M_3 &gt;&gt; M_2 &gt;&gt; M_1$</td>
<td>$C_{1-2}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given that the markedness ranking is fixed and the relative ranking between the faithfulness constraints is also unchangeable, for each of the faithfulness constraints, the markedness constraints are being lowered below it always in the same order: $M_1$ ahead of $M_2$ ahead of $M_3$. In addition, the faithfulness constraints are assumed to be analogous across the mappings, which means that the same kind of marked features are preserved or neutralized in the same way across all the mappings. As a result, $C_{1-2}$ is acquired earlier than $C_{2-3}$ in all mappings. As we can see, at stages (3.14.a) through (3.14.d), neither $C_{1-2}$ nor $C_{2-3}$ has been acquired (indicated by “/”); at Stage (3.14.e), $C_{1-2}$ has been acquired in phonological memory; at stage (3.14.f), $C_{1-2}$ has been acquired in both phonological...
acquisition and word learning; at stage (3.13.g), C1-2 has also been acquired in production…and so on and so forth. Finally, both contrasts have been acquired in both domains at stage (3.14.j). The order of acquisition for C1-2 and C2-3 is the same across all domains: C1-2 is always be acquired earlier than C2-3. This order is in agreement with the fixed ranking of markedness constraints, M3 >> M2 >> M1: segment 2 is distinguished from the less marked segment 1 before it can be distinguished from the more marked segment 3.

3.5.2. The sub-Models and their predictions

The Shared-M Model assumes that perceptual and productive acquisitions are regulated by the same set of markedness constraints. If we assume that these markedness constraints are in a fixed ranking (i.e. if the first assumption discussed above is fulfilled), then, depending on whether its faithfulness constraints targeting the separate mappings (A→S, S→L, and L→S) are homogenous or not (i.e. whether the second assumption discussed above is also satisfied), the Shared-M Model makes two different predictions:

One, with homogeneous faithfulness constraints, the Shared-M Model will predict matching orders of acquisition in perception and production. This is the argument that Pater (2004) would have followed to explain the parallel of perceptual and productive orders, if the two assumptions had been considered. We will refer to this as the “HomF sub-Model” of the Shared-M Model. “HomF” represents homogenous faithfulness constraints.

Two, with non-homogeneous faithfulness constraints, this dissertation suggests that the Shared-M Model will also allow mismatching orders of acquisition in perception
and production. We will refer to this as the “HetF sub-Model” of the Shared-M Model. “HetF” represents heterogeneous faithfulness constraints.

The chart in (3.15) illustrates the theoretical assumptions of the two sub-Models.

Under a fixed ranking of markedness constraints, the HomF sub-Model and the HetF sub-Model make opposite predictions as to the orders of perceptual and productive acquisition of phonological contrasts. If it is found that the order of production does not recapitulate that in perception, then this empirical data will support the HetF sub-Model.

(3.15) The HomF sub-Model and the HetF sub-Model compared

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HomF sub-Model</th>
<th>HetF sub-Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Markedness constraints</td>
<td>Shared in perception and production</td>
<td>Fixed in ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faithfulness constraints</td>
<td>Separate for each mapping in perception and production</td>
<td>Fixed in ranking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction</td>
<td>Perceptual and productive orders of acquisition</td>
<td>Perceptual and productive orders of acquisition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MATCH</td>
<td>MAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MISMATCH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The HomF sub-Model, by contrast, will not be able to explain this data. In what follows, this dissertation proposes to test the predictions using a specific example.

### 3.6. A test case for the predictions of the sub-Models

To find a test case for the predictions of the HetF and HomF sub-Models, we would first need to justify the fixed ranking of markedness constraints under which the predictions are made. This dissertation proposes to use a Universal Markedness Scale.
3.6.1. Universal Markedness Scales

Cross-linguistic typological patterns, in OT, can be represented in two ways: by fixed rankings of markedness constraints referred to as Universal Markedness Scales (Prince and Smolensky 1993) or by scale-referring markedness and faithfulness constraints that are in a “stringency” relation and rank freely with each other (Prince 1997a, b, c, 1998, 1999, de Lacy 2002). This dissertation will adopt the first theory and use fixed ranking of markedness constraints to characterize universal typological patterns.

3.6.1.1. Markedness and markedness constraints

The usage of the word “markedness” in linguistics dates back to the Prague School in the 1930s: “The concept of markedness in its most general characterization is concerned with the distinction between what is neutral, natural, or most expected (unmarked), and what departs from the neutral (marked) along some designated parameter” (Kean 1992, page 390).

The degree of neutrality or expectedness of a linguistic unit, structure or property can be measured in terms its frequency of occurrences in languages of the world. The more frequent a linguistic phenomenon is, the more unmarked it is; linguistic phenomena that are relatively rare are marked. For example, front rounded vowels are found to be less frequent than front unrounded vowels across languages and are thus considered more marked.

The degree of normality can also be measured through implicational universals (Jakobson 1941/1968): the existence of a marked structure in a language predicts the
presence of a less marked one. If a language has a front rounded vowel, then it also has a front unrounded vowel. Yet not all languages that have front unrounded vowels also have the rounded counterparts (Maddieson 1984, pages 124-125). Likewise, voiced obstruents are found to be indicators of voiceless obstruents, onsetless syllables imply the presence of syllables with onsets, and if nasal vowels are allowed in a language, oral vowels are also allowed (Kager et al. 2004, page 20).

In OT, “markedness” has a rather different meaning than the Praguian definition. Markedness constraint “refers to any constraint that assigns violation-marks to a candidate based solely on its output structure, without regard to its similarity to the input” (McCarthy 2002, page 14). For instance, *CODA (or NoCODA, Prince and Smolensky 1991) penalizes syllabic outputs that have coda consonants by assigning them violation marks for this constraint. Thus, the penalized outputs are reduced of its advantage in the competition for being the optimal output. However, markedness constraints by themselves do not directly register the universal preferences for unmarked features or structures. If a markedness constraint favors A over B, this does not mean that A is less marked than B, since there can be another markedness constraint that A violates but B obeys. In other words, markedness constraints can conflict with each other. The implicational universals such as characterized by Jakobson (1941/1968) do not necessarily correspond to individual markedness constraints but can be explained by the factorial permutations of the markedness constraints together with the faithfulness constraints. “The real primary evidence for markedness constraints is the correctness of the typologies they predict under permuted ranking of the constraints in CON” (McCarthy 2002, page15).
3.6.1.2. Universal Markedness Scales

Markedness is a relative concept. A linguistic structure cannot be labeled as “marked” or “unmarked” in its own right. Its degree of markedness must be determined in comparison with other linguistic structures. As a result of such comparisons, formally or functionally related markedness constraints can be ranked in a fixed order, with the constraints regulating against the more marked structures ranked higher. This ranking stipulates the markedness relationships of the relevant linguistic structures as we have observed them in languages of the world. Thus, it has two characteristics. First of all, it is universal. All languages observe the constraint ranking, or in other words, the constraint ranking holds true to the grammars of all languages, at least theoretically. In this sense, they are considered part of the Universal Grammar. Secondly, the ranking of the markedness constraints in a Universal Markedness Scale is fixed.

It has been proposed that through Universal Markedness Scales, the Universal Grammar restricts the ranking of constraints (Prince and Smolensky 1993). One such example is as shown in (3.16).

(3.16) An example of Universal Markedness Scale

*Labial, *Dorsal >> *Coronal
Prince and Smolensky (1993, page 215)

This scale captures the distributional pattern of labial, dorsal and coronal segments in human languages: coronals are less marked than labials and dorsals. Converging evidence for the unmarkedness of coronals has been found in phonetics, phonological rules and constraints, aphasia and language acquisition (Paradis and Prunet 1991, reviewed by McCarthy and Taub 1992).
3.6.1.3. Universal Markedness Scales, perception, and production

This dissertation proposes that Universal Markedness Scales, as part of the Universal Grammar, apply to both receptive and productive acquisitions. Cross-linguistic distributional patterns are results of the interaction between forces in both perception and production. In terms of places of articulation, all languages seem to be restricted by similar constraints – that is, the specific subsets of distinctive features they utilize are by and large the same. Wode (1997) pointed out that this could not be properly explained if only productive factors were taken into account, since the production mechanism allowed for a whole range of sound contrasts to be made. More specifically, “the flexibility of the tongue would allow for an almost infinite number of places of articulation” (page 28). On the other hand, it is commonly observed that, in forming their phonemic inventories, all natural languages only make use of a subset of the sound contrasts that the human articulatory faculty is capable of producing (e.g. Jakobson 1941/1968, Jakobson & Halle 1956, and Maddieson 1984). He argued that the constraining mechanism was the auditory system of *homo sapiens* at its onset – the sound contrasts utilized as phonemic contrasts were not only those that could be produced by human articulators but also those that were most sensitive to infants’ perception. So, the development of natural human languages was constrained by the “biologically anchored properties of the species” (page 28) in both perception and production.

3.6.2. Mismatch is likely

One might wonder whether a Universal Markedness Scale that is part of both perception and production will lead to parallel orders of acquisition in the two domains,
as will be predicted by the HomF sub-Model. This dissertation argues that this is not necessarily the case. Mismatch in perceptual and productive orders of acquisition is still likely to be found.

3.6.2.1. Universal Markedness Scale does not always predict acquisition order

Under a Universal Markedness Scale, the Hom-F sub-Model predicts that the orders of acquisition of phonological contrasts in perception and production are the same: Furthermore, this order matches the order exhibited by the Universal Markedness Scale. For example, as discussed in §3.3.1, with the markedness scale $M_3 >> M_2 >> M_1$ serving as the domain-general markedness constraints in the grammar, the contrast $C_{1-2}$ will be acquired earlier than $C_{2-3}$. That is, the contrast that is related to the lower-ranking markedness constraints will be acquired first.

The prediction of a matching order between phonological acquisition and the Universal Markedness Scale is very similar to the proposal of Roman Jakobson (1941/1968). Jakobson suggested regular relationships between the typological distribution of speech sounds and the order in which they were acquired in production. He proposed that the most frequent sounds were the first to be acquired and the typologically less common sounds were acquired later.

The order of acquisition in production, however, cannot be reliably predicted solely based on typological relations. For example, contrary to the prediction of Jakobson’s theory, voiced stops predominate over voiceless stops in babbling, even though voiceless stops are more frequent in languages of the world than their voiced counterparts (Maddieson 1984) and emerge earlier than voiced stops in early, nonbabbled
speech. (See §5.1.1 for another example.) A phonetic explanation has been proposed for the mismatch: children at the babbling stage had insufficient articulatory control for the production of voiceless stops, which required the vocal cords to be held apart (Goodluck 1991). Cases like this suggest that children’s phonological performance is constrained by their phonetic capabilities.

For lack of sufficient empirical data for the perceptual acquisition order of phonological contrasts at this point (the trochaic foot vs. iambic foot evidence cited by Pater (2004) seems to be the only case available), it is not yet clear to what extent a parallel exists between perceptual and productive orders of acquisition, if it exists at all. However, given that speech perception and production involve distinctive cognitive and physiological mechanisms (see §3.6.2.2.), it is perhaps not unreasonable to think that phonological contrasts that are relatively easy to perceive may not necessarily be easy to produce, or vice versa. This points towards the possibility that the order of perceptual acquisition may not have a definite relationship with the order of production.

Support for this idea also comes from adult confusion experiments: phonemes that are produced relatively early by English-learning children are not necessarily the ones that are most distinguishable from each other by adults. Based on Cutler et al.’s (2004) study, for example, the perceptual distance between [n] and [t] is 1.53 units, between [n] and [f] is 6.00 units, and between [t] and [f] is 4.81 units (page 3671, Table 1). (See §4.1.3 and also Johnson (2003), pages 64-71, for the method of calculating perceptual distances using confusion data.) Although [n] and [t] are acquired much earlier than [f] in production (Grunwell 1987; Watson and Scukanec 1997 a, b; Smit et al. 1990; Chirlian
and Sharpley 1982; Kilminster and Laird 1978), they are more easily confusable with each other than either of them is with [f] in perception.

3.6.2.2. Distinctive perception and production

Perception and production, though related in many ways, are evidently distinctive processes. In addition to the apparent distinctions in the types of signals and information involved – for example, acoustic signals are the input in perception, but are the output in production; while sounds are mapped to meaning in perception, it is rather the other way around in production – they also engage separate regions of the brain (Schiller and Meyers 2003, page 4). Wernicke (1874) proposed that the left posterior superior temporal lobe of the human brain stored “auditory word images” used in both speech perception and production, but the “motor word images” used by production were stored in the frontal areas (Roelofs 2003).

Similar linguistic factors might have opposite effects in the phonological processing of speech in comprehension and production. For example, high neighborhood density (the number of words that are phonologically similar to a given word) has been found to be facilitative to speech production, though it makes the task of comprehension more difficult. It is proposed that phonologically similar sounds constitute competitors in perception, but not in production, in which case competitors are usually semantically related (Dell and Gordon 2003). A similar pattern has also been observed for bilingual infants and adults’ access of lexical items of a non-target language. In a perception task, non-target words activated by the subjects were phonetically similar to the target words;
while in a production task, translation equivalents in the non-target language were
activated (Sebastián-Gallés and Kroll 2003).

3.6.3. A test case

As mentioned above, if the domain-general markedness constraints in the Shared-
M Model are a Universal Markedness Scale, then the HomF sub-Model and the HetF
sub-Model make competing predictions: the HomF sub-Model predicts matching orders
of acquisition in perception and production only, but the HetF sub-Model also allows
mismatch.

This dissertation suggests using the Sonority Scale as a test case for these
predictions. In the Sonority Scale, manners of articulation are ranked in the order of
decreasing sonority (Blevins 1995, Gnanadesikan 1995, Prince and Smolensky 1993,
Aissen 1974, also see Goodluck 1991 for discussion on syllable structure and sonority,
pages 36-37).

(3.17) The Sonority Scale

Vowel > Glide > Liquid > Nasal > Fricative > Stop

Vowels are the most sonorous and (oral) Stops, the least. “Sonority” is an acoustic-
auditory property of speech sounds. The Sonority Scale is not language-specific and
applies to all languages.

The Sonority Scale has been used to explain the patterns in phonological
acquisition. For example, it has been observed that children’s early speech production
prefers low-sonority onsets to high-sonority ones. Such a preference has been attributed to an Onset Sonority Hierarchy (Barlow 1997, Gnanadesikan 1995, Ohala 1996; also see discussion in Pater 2002), which, in OT terms, can be expressed as a fixed ranking of markedness constraints as follows:

(3.18) Onset Sonority Markedness Scale

*V-Ons >> *G-Ons >> *L-Ons >> *N-Ons >> *F-Ons >> *S-Ons
(V=Vowel, G=Glide, L=Liquid, N=Nasal, F=Fricative, S=(oral) Stop; Ons=Onset)

Children’s phonological production data have been found to be largely consistent with this markedness scale (Pater 1997, page 222).

Under the Sonority sub-Scale, *Liquid-Onset >> *Nasal-Onset >> *Stop-Onset, the HomF sub-Model will predict the following orders of acquisition of relevant phonological contrasts for both perception and production: productively, stop onsets are produced earlier than nasal onsets, and both stop and nasal onsets are earlier than liquid onsets; perceptually, stop onsets and nasal onsets are distinguished before the distinction between liquid and nasal onsets is made. The HetF sub-Model, however, will allow a mismatch between the orders of acquisition.

More specifically, this dissertation proposes to test the phonological categories [t], [n] and [r]. We know that [t] and [n] are produced earlier than [r] by children (see §4.1.2 for a review of literature). In other words, the [t]-[n] contrast is distinguished earlier than [n]-[r] in production. In perception, the HomF sub-Model will predict a matching order of acquisition, i.e. [t]-[n] is also perceptually distinguished earlier than [n]-[r]. The HetF sub-Model, however, will allow a mismatch, i.e. [t]-[n] can be acquired later than [n]-[r]
in perception. A perceptual acquisition study for the [t]-[n] and [n]-[r] contrasts will provide the evidence we need to decide between the HomF sub-Model and the HetF sub-Model.

The next Chapter will first discuss in detail the criteria for choosing the [t]-[n] and [n]-[r] contrasts as the test case. It will then focus on the experiments done to test the orders of perceptual acquisition for these contrasts.
CHAPTER 4
EMPIRICAL STUDIES

This chapter discusses the empirical studies for the perceptual and productive acquisition orders of the phonological contrasts [t]-[n] and [n]-[r]. These contrasts have been chosen to maximize the possibility of finding a mismatch between the perceptual and productive order of acquisition. In production, previous studies demonstrate that [t] and [n] are articulated earlier than [r] by children. This suggests that the contrast [t]-[n] is acquired earlier than [n]-[r] in production. In perception, however, adults’ confusion data suggest that [t] and [n] are perceptually more confusable than [n] and [r]. So, it is likely that children also find it more difficult to distinguish [t]-[n] than [n]-[r] in a perceptual acquisition task. If this is the case, we expect to find that children perceptually discriminate [n]-[r] earlier than [t]-[n]. In other words, the perceptual acquisition order is expected to mismatch the productive acquisition order.

17-month old American-English acquiring children were tested using a word-learning task with [t]-[n] and [n]-[r]. The results suggested that children at 17 months of age were able to distinguish [n]-[r] but not [t]-[n] in learning new words. To exclude the possibility that the [t]-[n] sound stimuli were not properly prepared and therefore not auditorily distinguishable, a second experiment tested adult American-English listeners’ ability to differentiate between the [t], [n] and [r] sound stimuli used in the first
experiment. The highly consistent positive results obtained from the adult participants suggested that the [t]-[n] stimuli were auditorily distinctive.

4.1. More on the test case

To maximize the possibility of finding a mismatch between the orders of acquisition in perception and production, three basic criteria need to be followed in selecting the most appropriate phonemic contrasts to test. For the sake of discussion, we will use A-B and B-C to refer to these contrasts. Typologically, A should be among the most common and, C, the least common in human language. In terms of implicational typology, languages that have C must also have B, and languages that have B must also have A. In production, A should be one of the first phonemes acquired by children and, C, one of the last. In perception, the perceptual distance between A and B must be smaller than between B and C. This makes it more likely for the A-B contrast to be perceptually acquired later than the B-C contrast, mismatching the order in production. The phonemic contrasts [t]-[n] and [n]-[r] appear to satisfy these criteria. The following discusses each of these aspects in more detail.

4.1.1. Typological hierarchy: [t] > [n] > [r]

According to Maddieson (1984, §1.4), [t], [n] and [r] are all among the twenty most frequent consonants in the world’s languages. However, between them, cross-linguistic evidence suggests that [t] is the least marked and [r] is the most marked.

Stops in general are less marked than nasals. “Nasals do not occur unless stops (including affricates) occur at (broadly speaking) the same place of articulation (five
exceptions: Ewe, Efik, Auca, Hupa, Igbo)” (Maddieson 1984, §1.5). “The presence of a nasal at any given place of articulation implies the presence of an obstruent at a similar place (number of counter examples not counted)” (Maddieson 1984, §4.6). These observations indicate that [n] is less common than [t] in the cross-linguistic phonemic inventory.

Broadly speaking, liquids are more marked than both stops and nasals of similar place of articulation. In this case, [r] is more marked than [t] and [n]. Of the 317 languages surveyed by Maddieson (1984), 223 (70%) have all three categories, but 85 (27%) have [t] and [n] without [r]. The overall pattern seems to be if a language has [r], then it also has [t] and [n]. There are nine exceptions: Berta, Alawa and Bandjalang has [r] and [n], but no [t]; Kpelle, Mixtec, Siriono, Barasano and Tucano have [r] and [t], but no [n]; and Hawaiian has [n], but neither [t] nor [r].

4.1.2. Order of production: [t] > [n] > [r]

The second criterion is, in production, segments A, B and C must be acquired in the same order as indicated by the markedness scale: that is, A is earlier than B, and both are earlier than C.

The following table summarizes children’s speech production data for [t], [n] and [r] from previous studies. The data suggest that [t] and [n] are produced at approximately the same time. Both [t] and [n], however, are produced significantly earlier than [r].
(4.1) Ages of productive acquisition for [t], [n] and [r] in English

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Age of productive acquisition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Grunwell 1987)</td>
<td>1;6-2;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Watson and Scukanec 1997 a, b)</td>
<td>2;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Smit et al. 1990)</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chirlian and Sharpley 1982)</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kilminister and Laird 1978)</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parents whose children participated in the speech-perception experiments of this dissertation were interviewed for the words their children were able to produce at the time of participation. In particular, they were required to report if their children produced any words that started with [t], [n] or [r] respectively on a regular basis. The numerical results are summarized as follows:

(4.2) Production of [t]-, [n] and [r]-words by 17-month old participants as reported by parents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[t]-words</th>
<th>[n]-words</th>
<th>[r]-words</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total: 65

Of the 65 parents interviewed, six reported that their children could produce words starting with [r]. Three of the six were able to produce the [r]-words at their parents’ prompt. However, it turned out that the children were substituting other phonemes (typically [w]) for [r]. The other three were not able to produce the [r]-words at the lab. 38 of the 65 participants were reported not to be able to produce any [r]-words,
but able to say both [n]-words and [t]-words. 15 of the remaining 21 were said only to be
able to produce [t]-words. The other six subjects could not yet produce any words
beginning with [t]-, [n]- or [r]-. Four of these 6 children could not yet produce any
meaningful words. The other two could say one or two words that did not start with any
of the given sounds. The overall pattern seems to be that children who (reportedly) can
produce words starting with “[r]-” are also able to produce words starting with “[n]-” and
“[t]-.” Children who can produce “n-” words can also produce “[t]-” words, but not
necessarily any [r-] words. So, we can reasonably assume that “[t]-” words are the earliest
to be acquired in production, followed by “[n]-“ words and then by “[r]-” words.

The production order between [t] and [n] reported by the parents seemed to
contradict the order found in the production studies shown in table (4.1). In two of the
five studies, [n] was suggested to be produced slightly earlier than [t], especially for boys.
In the other three, [t] and [n] were suggested to be produced at approximately the same
time for both boys and girls. So, it does not seem conclusive as to which of [t] or [n] is
produced earlier than the other. However, the production order between [t] and [n] does
not affect the discussion in a significant way. Our concern is whether there is a mismatch
between perceptual and productive acquisition orders. For [t], [n] and [r], we know that
[t] and [n] are produced earlier than [r]. In perception, if we find that [r] is distinguished
from either [t] or [n] earlier than [t] and [n] are discriminated between each other, then
we will have identified a mismatch with the acquisition order in production. For ease of
discussion, we will assume that [t] is produced earlier than [n], based on the production
data collected from the infant participants for the perception studies.
4.1.3. Perceptual distance: $Pd(t-n) < Pd(n-r)$

A third criterion is that, for contrasts $A-B$ and $B-C$, $B$ must be perceptually more distinguishable from $C$ than it is from $A$, so that the contrast between $B$ and $C$ is easier to perceive than between $A$ and $B$. If we imagine a perceptual space in which all phonological categories occupy a position, then we can use the distances between these phonological categories to represent their perceptual similarities. Phonological categories that are close to each other in the perceptual space are perceptually similar and easy to be confused with each other. So, in terms of perceptual distances, $B$ should be farther apart from $C$ than from $A$. $[t]$-$[n]$ and $[n]$-$[r]$ also fulfills this requirement.

Perceptual distances can be calculated from confusion matrices. A confusion matrix tabulates the stimuli and responses of a speech perception. In the study, tokens of test syllables were played to the participant. For each token, the participant is asked to identify it as one of the answers given in an answer sheet.

In this dissertation, perceptual distances are calculated based on the confusion data from a perception study by Cutler et al. (2004). Participants were asked to identify the sound stimuli they heard. In this study, the sound stimuli were all possible CV syllables in American English. At the same time as the sound stimuli were presented, the participants were also shown some English words on a computer screen. They were told to identify the initial consonant they heard by clicking on the word that began with that consonant (e.g. “Pie” for $[p]$).

The following are confusion sub-matrixes for $[t]$-$[n]$ and $[n]$-$[r]$ (from page 3671, Table 1). The listeners were native speakers of American English. The sound stimuli
were presented at 0 dB Signal to Noise Ratio (i.e. the ratio of a signal to the background noise corrupting the signal).

(4.3) Confusion sub-matrix for [t]-[n] (CV, 0 dB SNR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[t]</th>
<th>[n]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus [t]</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(4.4) Confusion sub-matrix for [n]-[r] (CV, 0 dB SNR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[n]</th>
<th>[r]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus [n]</td>
<td>77.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(4.5) Confusion sub-matrix for [t]-[r] (CV, 0 dB SNR)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[t]</th>
<th>[r]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stimulus [t]</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The numbers in the four cells of each table are the percentages in which the given responses occur for the given stimuli out of all responses for the given stimuli. For example, for the stimulus [t], 19.6% of the times the subjects perceived it as [n] (and 80.4% of the times as other sounds).

Borrowing the idea from Shepard (1972), Johnson (2003) explained the two steps of calculating perceptual distances between two sound categories based on data from adult confusion studies: first, calculate the “perceptual similarity” between them based on their confusion sub-matrixes; then, derive their perceptual distance from the perceptual similarity (pages 67-68). The formulae he used are shown as follows (Johnson 2003, pages 67-68). \( i \) represents the stimulus, and \( j \) stands for the response. \( P_{ij} \) is the percentage
of times for which the stimuli $i$ is perceived as the response $j$. $S_{ij}$ represents the perceptual similarity between $i$ and $j$, and $d_{ij}$ stands for the perceptual distance between them.

(4.6) Formula for calculating perceptual similarity

$$S_{ij} = \frac{(P_{ij} + P_{ji})}{(P_{ii} + P_{jj})}$$

(4.7) Formula for calculating perceptual distance

$$d_{ij} = -\ln(S_{ij})$$

The results are shown in Table (4.8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contrast</th>
<th>Perceptual Similarity (S)</th>
<th>Perceptual Distance (d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[t]-[n]</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>1.531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n]-[r]</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>4.806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[t]-[r]</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>5.340</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The perceptual distance between [t] and [n] is approximately 1.5 units, while that between [n] and [r] is 4.8 units. So, for adult listeners, the contrast between [n]-[r] is more distinguishable than between [t]-[n]. This is very likely to be true for children as well.

4.2. Experiment 1: word-learning tasks with 17-month olds

4.2.1. Design

In word-learning tasks, infants are tested on their ability to distinguish words that encode the test contrasts in associating the words with meanings. The two-word-object-
pairing version of the “Switch” paradigm, developed by Werker et al. (1998), offers an excellent means of implementing the word-learning task with minimal processing demand on the subjects. This paradigm consists of two phases: infants are first taught two word–object pairings in the *habituation phase*, and then in the *test phase*, they are tested on their ability to detect a change in one of the pairings. The habituation phase consists of repeated presentations of word-object pairings: Word A is paired with Object A, and Word B is paired with Object B. The A-A and B-B pairings are presented to the subject one at a time in predetermined orders. The test phase consists of two trials, a same trial, in which Word A is still paired with Object A (or Word B still paired with Object B) and a switch trial, in which Word A is changed to be paired with Object B (or Word B changed to be paired with Object A).

This paradigm can be illustrated by the example as shown in (4.9). Suppose this experiment is to see if the subject is able to distinguish [t] and [n], and the words that contain these sounds are “Da” and “Na”. In the habituation phase, the subject hears “Da, Da… Da” while seeing a blue-pink object on the screen, or she hears “Na, Na… Na” while a red-green object is displayed. After a certain number of habituation trials or when the subject’s looking time has decreased below the preset threshold (see §4.2.4. for details on setting these criteria), the experiment enters the test phase. One of the test trials maintains the same word-object association as in the habituation phase – in this case, *Da* with blue-pink object. The other test trial involves a switched association between the sound and the image.
The word-object pairing type (whether it is *same* or *switch*) is the independent variable, and the looking time of the subject is the dependent variable. During the habituation phase, the subject’s looking time dramatically decreases. In the test phase, if the subject notices the shift in the word-object association of the *switch* trial, her/his looking time for this trial is expected to be significantly longer than for the *same* trial.

(4.9) Word-learning task: the two-word-object-pairing Switch paradigm
How can we be sure the participant is being tested on the word-object association, not merely on the phonetic contrast between Word A and Word B? That is, how can we be sure the task is parsed as word learning instead of phonological discrimination? We can be sure of this, because the only new element introduced during the test phase is the association between the sound and the image of the switch trial, both of which have been presented in the habituation phase. Therefore, if the subject’s looking time significantly increases, s/he can only be responding to the change in the word-object association. This qualifies the two-word-object switch paradigm as a word-learning task instead of a mere phonological discrimination task.

The looking-time results from the same versus the switch trials are compared. If the participant’s looking time during the switch trial significantly increases, s/he will have been shown to be able to detect the change in the word-object association, and thus, to make use of the phonemic contrast between Word A and Word B in associating the words with meanings. In other words, the subject will have perceptually acquired the test phonemic contrast.

4.2.2. Stimuli

4.2.2.1. Auditory Stimuli

The auditory stimuli are single-syllable non-words in the form of CV. The test phonemes [t], [n] and [r] are the syllable onsets, where place features have been found to be better cued than syllable codas (Fujimura et al. 1978, Ohala 1992). The low back unrounded vowel [a] is chosen as the syllable peak, because front, high, or rounded
vowels have been found to obscure the phonetic cues of the preceding consonants. In addition to the three syllables used in the test trials, one filler syllable [i] was recorded as the stimuli for pre- and post-test trials. The stimuli are shown in (4.10):

(4.10) Auditory non-word stimuli

Test stimuli: [ta] [na] [ra]  
Pre-/Post-test stimuli: [i]

[t] represents the voiceless unaspirated alveolar stop – when the English “d” is phrase-initial or following a voiceless sound, it is usually realized as the voiceless unaspirated [t]. The voiced [d] generally occurs when preceded by voiced sounds. (Ladefoged 2006, pages 56-57; Roach 2000, pages 34-35). Five different tokens of the [ta] syllable are used to compose the [ta] stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2. Below are their spectrograms and their Voice Onset Times (VOT). In each spectrogram, the distance from the dark vertical line on the left to the starting point on the left of the bottom dark band corresponds to the VOT. (The leftmost dark vertical line indicates the release of the oral closure. The bottom dark band indicates vocal-fold vibration. The leftmost point of the dark band marks the starting point of voicing.) As we can see from the spectrogram, for each token of [ta], voicing starts just about when the oral closure is released. There are five tokens altogether. Their voice onset time ranges from approximately 0.011 to 0.019 second.
(4.11) Spectrograms of the [ta] stimuli

a. Token 1, [ta] in mid rise, VOT = 0.016 sec

b. Token 2, [ta] in high rise, VOT = 0.019 sec
c. Token 3, [ta] in mid fall 1, VOT = 0.016 sec

d. Token 4, [ta] in low fall, VOT = 0.017 sec
The auditory stimuli were recorded by a female native speaker of American English in her late twenties in infant-directed speech. Infant-directed speech has been found to be more effective than adult-directed speech in gaining and maintaining young children’s attention (Fernald, 1985; Werker and McLeod 1989). It has also been shown to facilitate infant word-learning (Fernald et al.1991) and phonological discrimination (Karzon 1985).

The recording of the auditory stimuli was done using a Mac PowerBook G4 through a USB microphone connected to the computer in a sound-attenuated booth. The sample rate was 44.1 KHz and the sample size was 16 bit. Sound files were recorded mono.

In presenting the auditory stimuli, each trial contained one intonational phrase consisting of ten tokens of the same syllable delivered at various pitches. Exaggerated pitch variations were used to imitate the intonation patterns of infant-directed speech. To make sure that the pitch variations of the syllables could be matched token-by-token
across trials, the speaker was asked to say the series of syllables – [ta]-[na]-[ra]-[i] – in the same pitch with brief pauses between them. This resulted in one sound file. Each such series was recorded in four different intonations: high rise, low fall, mid rise and mid fall. Each series with each pattern of intonation was recorded eight times so as to produce ample token samples to choose from for compiling the sound stimuli.

The intonational phrase for each trial consisted of ten tokens of the same syllable arranged in the following order of intonations:

(4.12) Intonation pattern of the sound stimuli for Experiment 1

mid rise, high rise, mid fall 1, low fall
mid fall 2, high rise, mid fall 1, low fall,
mid rise, mid fall 2

The intonational phrase contained five distinctive tokens, two repetitions each. In other words, it consisted of two tokens of “high rise,” two tokens of “low fall,” two tokens of “mid rise,” two tokens of “mid fall 1” and two tokens of “mid fall 2.” Also, the intonational phrase for each trial started with rising tones. This was because rising tones helped capture the young subjects’ attention.

The sound file for each trial was 20 seconds long. Each of the 10 tokens was 0.64~0.75 seconds. A section of silence of 1.2 seconds was added between tokens and also in front of the very first token. A final section of silence with an average length of approximately one second was added to the end of the last token to make the whole sound file exactly 20 seconds.

The sound stimuli were played through a speaker system in the test room. The loudness of the auditory stimuli was controlled within the range of 60~65 dB, measured
using a sound meter at approximately the same distance as the participant from the loudspeakers and at approximately the same height as the participant’s head.

4.2.2.2. Visual stimuli

The visual stimuli for the word-learning test should be two namable objects that are attractive to small children but are also new to them. Two colorful toy-like objects were made up for this purpose, shown in (4.13). They were similar in dimension and complexity, but distinctive in colors and in the shapes of the geometrical forms that composed them. The color and shape distinctiveness intended to facilitate the participants with distinguishing the objects.

(4.13) Visual stimuli in Experiment 1

The objects were displayed in motion in order to engage the child’s attention. Only one object was displayed throughout each trial. This object moved across the screen from left to right and then immediately from right to left on a black background. QuickTime animations of the objects moving in this manner were created separately. The two objects moved in the same manner, in the same directions and at the same speed. This was to ensure that the subjects would not mistakenly associate the differences in the words with the differences in the movements. One round trip across the screen width took four seconds, so during the 20-second trial, the object completed five round trips.
In addition to the test objects, animation video clips were also used for the pretest, the posttest trials and as an attention getter. The pretest and posttest stimuli were the same: a small colorful ladybug flew around the screen. Crosschecking of looking times between the pre- and posttests were used to make sure that the participant paid attention throughout the experiment.

The attention getter was a loop-played video clip of a yellow chicken rolling a ball going around the margin of the screen. It was used before each trial to capture the subject’s attention so that each trial started with the participant looking at the screen. No sound was played during the attention getter.

4.2.3. Participants

17-month olds were chosen as participants for this experiment. To determine the acquisition orders for phonemic contrasts in a word-learning task, it is crucial to capture the age of transition at which the subjects are able to use one pair of phonemic contrast but not yet the other in learning new words. Since [n] and [r] are farther apart than [n] and [t] in the perceptual space, we predict that children would be able to perceptually distinguish between [n] and [r] earlier than between [n] and [t]. It has been argued that infants’ ability to use phonemic contrasts in word-learning increases developmentally from 14 to 20 months of age (Werker et al. 2002). 14-month-olds were shown to be able to detect the change in word-object association when the two words were very different (“Lif” vs. “Neem”) (Werker et al. 1998). However, they failed at the same kind of task when the test words differed by only one phonetic feature (“Bih” vs. “Dih”) (Stager and
Werker 1997). This shows that at 14 months, infants have just begun to develop their word-learning ability. This ability seems to have fully developed by 20 months. 20-month-olds succeeded in exactly the same task that the 14-month-olds had failed (Werker et al. 2002). 17-month-olds gave intermediate performance but were still successful at the same task (Werker et al. 2002). Together, these results revealed a developmental continuum that spanned from 14 to 20 months. Based on these results, 17-month old infants were tested for Experiment 1.

Sixty-seven subjects participated in the experiments for either the [n]-[t] contrast or the [n]-[r] contrast. For each contrast, sixteen sets of data were included in the subsequent coding and analysis, eight of which were from female participants and eight from male participants. The rest of the subjects were excluded for one of or a combination of the following reasons: (1) the subject did not complete the study (15 subjects); (2) the subject did not reach habituation criterion (see §4.2.4 for details on the habituation criterion) (8 subjects); (3) the subject stood up on parent’s lap and her/his eyes were out of the range of the camera and thus unobservable (3 subject); (4) the subject’s dominant language exposure was a language other than English (1 subject); (5) the subject had ear infection (1 subject); (6) parent interfered during the study (6 subjects); and (7) the experimenter made procedural mistakes (1 subject).

All participants were recruited over the phone through the Departmental Participant Pool at the Psychology Department of Duke University. Each participant was compensated with a souvenir and an Infant Speech Scientist Certificate, or with $5 cash, an Infant Speech Scientist Certificate and a photo taken after the study.
4.2.4. Procedure

After being explained the experimental procedure, the subject and the caretaker (usually a parent) were invited into the experiment room. Below is a diagram of the experiment room and the adjacent control room. The caretaker sat in front of the monitor, holding the subject on her/his lap. The visual stimuli were presented on the screen, and the auditory stimuli, through speakers placed at both sides of the screen. A video camera was placed underneath the monitor, targeting the infant’s face. This camera was connected to a display in the adjacent control room, enabling the experimenter to remotely monitor and record the subject’s looking reactions. The caretaker wore headphones throughout the experiment, listening to music of female vocal singing. This was to mask off the female speech sounds that the child was presented with so that the parent would be “deaf” to the experimental stimuli and would not unintentionally bias the reaction of the child.

(4.14) Diagram of the Experiment and Control Rooms
The experiment was composed and implemented using the Habit software (Cohen, et al. 2004) on a Macintosh computer. During the experiment, the experimenter monitored the infant’s gaze – whether the infant was looking at the screen or not – and input this information on the computer by pressing a designated key on the keyboard. Habit recorded and calculated the looking times online based on the key-pressing input.

Each trial started with the attention-getter displayed on the monitor. When the infant looked at the screen, the experimenter pressed another button on the keyboard to trigger the audio/video stimuli of this trial. Each trial lasted for approximately twenty seconds. When this trial ended, Habit automatically started the attention-getter again that preceded the next trial.

Trials were presented in pretest-habituation-test-posttest order. There was one pretest trial and one posttest trial. The habituation trials were presented in blocks of four. The total number of habituation trials a subject received was programmed to range from eight to twenty-four: the subject’s looking time decreased during habituation, and once the mean looking time for the last block of four trials decreased to below 50% of the longest previous block, or if the infant had completed all the twenty-four habituation trials, whichever came first, Habit would consider the subject as having been habituated and automatically start the test trials. Thus, to habituate, the subject must have completed at least eight and at most twenty-four trials. The habituation trials were counterbalanced in presentation order and word-object pairing (AA vs. BB) within the four-trial blocks and across subjects. The test trials consisted of one same trial and one switch trial, also counterbalanced in presentation order and type of switch (switch in word vs. switch in object) across subjects.
4.2.5. Coding and results

To ensure the accuracy of the data, the looking times hand-coded by the experimenter during the experiment were not used. Instead, the experiments were videotaped and the data were re-coded offline. Coding was done using QuickTime Pro in conjunction with GeScript. They allowed the coder to replay the video frame by frame and to note down the starting and ending points of a “look” (or an “away”) in a text file in an Excel-friendly format. The numerical data obtained were then processed using Excel to obtain the looking times.

The 17-month olds’ mean looking times for the switch and the same trials for [t]-[n] and [n]-[r] respectively are shown in the following chart:

(4.15) 17-month olds' mean looking times for the switch and the same trials for [t]-[n] and [n]-[r] respectively
Statistical analysis was done using a paired, two-tail T-test between trial types (same vs. switch). The results showed significant difference between same vs. switch trial looking times for the stimuli [na] and [ra] (p=0.022). No significant difference was found when the stimuli were [ta] and [na] (p=0.526). This indicated that at 17 months of age, children were able to distinguish [n]-[r] in learning new words, yet were not able to distinguish [t]-[n].

The 17-month olds’ failure at distinguishing [t]-[n] could have two explanations or implications. One possibility was that the sound stimuli were not properly prepared or presented and not enough acoustic cues were provided for the subjects to phonetically distinguish them. A second possibility was that the sound stimuli themselves were distinctive, and the participants were able to distinguish them phonetically in a phonological discrimination task, but the word-learning task was too demanding of their attention for them to grasp the subtle distinction.

To investigate these possibilities, ideally, 17-month olds should be tested in a phonological discrimination task with the [t]-[n] pair. If they succeed at distinguishing the contrast, then the possibility of corrupted stimuli could be excluded. The Switch paradigm used in Experiment 1 can also be used to implement such a study: using a unbound stationary checkerboard pattern instead of namable moving objects as the visual stimulus would take away the meaning-assigning component and turn the word-learning task into a pure phonological discrimination experiment. This method has been successfully used with 14-month olds (e.g. Werker and Fenell 2004). However, 17-month olds would have a much shorter attention span with the simplified audiovisual stimuli than the 14-month olds. If the attrition rate of the subjects is too high, the data obtained
would probably not be very reliable. For this reason, adult American-English listeners were tested instead on their ability to phonetically distinguish the \([t]-[n]\) contrast. This is Experiment 2.

4.3. Experiment 2: phonological discrimination task with adults

If the adult subjects also failed to discriminate the sound stimuli, the reason for the 17-month olds’ failure must be in the presentation of the stimuli itself. If they succeeded, however, it would provide evidence for the validity of the sound stimuli – they were at least auditorily distinguishable. So, this experiment tested adults’ ability to distinguish as separate phonological categories the sound stimuli presented to the 17-month olds.

4.3.1. Design

This experiment was conducted in the same room as the previous experiments. The sound stimuli were played through the same speaker system. Participants were asked to sit in the same chair that the parents sat in previously. The chair was placed at the same distance from the speakers. The decibel level at which the sound stimuli were played (range: 60–65 dB) was also consistent with the previous experiments. The only difference was that the participants were presented with word choices on the screen of a notebook computer in front of them, instead of checkerboard patterns on the monitor that presented the visual stimuli to the 17-month olds.

The experiment consisted of twelve trials. For each trial, the participant asked to first listen to a string of words (\([ta], [ta]...[ta]; or [na], [na]...[na]; or [ra], [ra]...[ra]),
and then make a choice about which word they had just heard of the two words displayed on the laptop screen. Two words were presented side by side on the screen. One of them was the word the participants had just heard. The participant was asked to identify which word it was by pressing a designated key on the keyboard – if it was the word on the left, then press “1” and if it was the word on the right, then press “0.” Once the participant made her/his selection, the next trial automatically started.

The following chart shows the combination of sound stimuli and visual display on the screen for each trial. The combinations were counterbalanced in number of occurrences of the sound stimuli ([ta], [na] or [ra]), visual display (“Ta,” “Na” or “Ra”) and type of correct answers (“1” or “0”).

(4.16) Combinations of sound-word stimuli for Experiment 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trials #</th>
<th>Sound Stimulus</th>
<th>Screen Display</th>
<th>Correct Answer</th>
<th>Correct Key</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[ta]</td>
<td>Ta Na</td>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>1 (Left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[ta]</td>
<td>Ta Ra</td>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>1 (Left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[ta]</td>
<td>Na Ta</td>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>0 (Right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[ta]</td>
<td>Ra Ta</td>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>0 (Right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>[na]</td>
<td>Na Ta</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>1 (Left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>[na]</td>
<td>Na Ra</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>1 (Left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>[na]</td>
<td>Ta Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>0 (Right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>[na]</td>
<td>Ra Na</td>
<td>Na</td>
<td>0 (Right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>[ra]</td>
<td>Ra Ta</td>
<td>Ra</td>
<td>1 (Left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>[ra]</td>
<td>Ra Na</td>
<td>Ra</td>
<td>1 (Left)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>[ra]</td>
<td>Ta Ra</td>
<td>Ra</td>
<td>0 (Right)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>[ra]</td>
<td>Na Ra</td>
<td>Ra</td>
<td>0 (Right)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The experiment was compiled using the Windows-based software E-Prime on the laptop PC used to present the visual stimuli. E-Prime controlled the presentation order of the audio and visual stimuli. For each subject, the order of the twelve trials in the above table was randomized. E-Prime also recorded the answers of the participants.
4.3.2. Stimuli

4.3.2.1. Auditory Stimuli

The sound stimuli used in Experiment 2 were a portion of the stimuli in Experiment 1. The last three tokens were taken off, so there were seven tokens for each trial instead of ten. The sound file for each trial was 14 seconds. The intonation pattern used was as follows:

\begin{equation}
(4.17) \text{Intonation pattern of the sound stimuli for Experiment 2}
\end{equation}

mid rise, high rise, mid fall, low fall
mid fall, high rise, mid fall

The sound stimuli were played through the same loudspeaker system at approximately the same decibel level as Experiment 1.

4.3.2.2. Visual Stimuli

The visual stimuli were phonetic spellings of the sound stimuli in Roman letters – “Da” “Na” or “Ra” – presented in black on a white background. Each trial started with the sound stimuli playing and a black “+” symbol displayed in the center of the screen. As soon as the sound stimuli finished playing, two words appeared on the screen side by side, for example, as shown in diagram (4.18):

\begin{equation}
(4.18) \text{Visual display for Experiment 2}
\end{equation}

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Da & Na \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}
The words remained on the screen until the participant made a choice of which word s/he had just heard by pressing either “1” (word on the left) or “0” (word on the right). As soon as the participant pressed on of the two keys, the next trial automatically started.

4.3.3. Participants

Eight monolingual adult native American-English speakers participated in the study, including six women and two men. Each participant was given $5 cash as compensation.

4.3.4. Results

All participants gave 100% correct answers. The highly consistent success rate across participants provides clear evidence that the sound stimuli for the [t]-[n] contrasts are auditorily distinctive.

4.4. Summary and discussion

In the first experiment, 17-month old American-English acquiring infants were tested on their ability to distinguish the sound contrasts [t]-[n] and [n]-[r] in word-learning tasks using the Switch paradigm. Subjects presented with the [n]-[r] pair looked at the switch trial significantly longer than the same trial. Yet no significant difference in looking time was found for subjects presented with the [t]-[n] contrast. These results suggested that the 17-month olds were able to distinguish [n]-[r] but were not able to discriminate [t]-[n] in learning new words.
The failure of the 17-month olds at differentiating the [t]-[n] pair in word learning was compatible with two scenarios: one is that [t] and [n] were auditorily different, so presumably the subjects were able to tell them apart as distinctive phonological categories in a phonological discrimination task. It was only because of the increased processing demand involved in the word-learning task that they were unable to distinguish [t]-[n] in the word-learning task. In this case, we could legitimately claim that [n]-[r] was acquired earlier than [t]-[n] in perception. The second scenario was that the stimuli were not properly prepared or presented, and [t]-[n] were not even auditorily distinctive. In this case, the failure of the 17-month olds could not be interpreted to mean that [t]-[n] was acquired later than [n]-[r]. Should the stimuli have been properly prepared, [t]-[n] might have been distinguished. So, for the second scenario, no conclusion about the perceptual acquisition order for [n]-[r] and [t]-[n] could be drawn.

To investigate the second possibility, adult subjects were tested on their ability to differentiate the same sound stimuli presented in the same manner as to the 17-month olds. The results showed that the adult subjects had consistently high success rate in distinguishing the test contrasts. Thus, we could see that the [t]-[n] sound stimuli were indeed auditorily distinctive.

Without testing the 17-month olds themselves, however, we still cannot be absolutely certain that the [t]-[n] stimuli were phonetically distinguishable to the 17-month olds, even though they are to adults. Phonetic discrimination tasks that test this ability involve repetitious presentation of the sound stimuli (syllables in this case) without the possibility for visual association. This kind of task is usually much less engaging than a word-learning task for children at 17 months of age. Consequently, the
participants tend to be bored quickly and not paying sufficient attention to the test
stimuli. If the participants are not able to provide effective data, the experiment will lose
its sensitivity. In fact, as part of the dissertation project, a phonetic discrimination study
using the same Habit program as used in the word-learning study was done with 14-
month olds. This dissertation decided not to include that study for precisely the reason
above. The failure of the 14-month olds in providing effective data suggested that the 17-
month olds would probably also fail at the same kind of setup. Unfortunately, a more
appropriate experimental setup for testing the 17-month olds’ perceptual discrimination
ability is not available to be used for this dissertation project. So, at this time, we cannot
be absolutely certain that the 17-month olds can phonetically discriminate [t]-[n], the
same stimuli they failed to differentiate in word learning.

However, the relative difficulty of the 17-month olds in distinguishing [t]-[n] in
word learning as compared to [n]-[r] is apparent. In addition, the adult experiment
excludes the possibility that the sound stimuli themselves were problematic. Thus, we can
say that, at this point, the more reasonable explanation for the 17-month olds’ failure to
distinguish [n]-[r] in word learning would be that the phonetic difference between [t]-[n]
was too subtle for them to grasp in associating the contrast with meaning contrasts. In
other words, [n]-[r] was perceptually acquired earlier than [t]-[n] in word learning. In
production, [t] and [n] were acquired earlier than [r], so the contrast between [t] and [n]
was acquired earlier than between [n] and [r]. We can now (tentatively) conclude that the
acquisition order of [n]-[r] and [t]-[n] in perception mismatched the productive
acquisition order.
These experiments provide empirical evidence for the HetF sub-Model and against the HomF sub-Model. To explain this mismatch between the perceptual and productive orders of acquisition of [t]-[n] and [n]-[r] under the Universal Markedness Scale *Liquid-Onset >> *Nasal-Onset >> *Stop-Onset, this dissertation argues that the Shared-M Model must be modified to allow non-homogeneous faithfulness constraints in perception and production. It suggests that faithfulness constraints can also play a role in determining the order of acquisition of phonological contrasts. If the faithfulness constraints in perception and production are allowed not to mirror each other, then it is possible for the orders of acquisitions in the two domains to mismatch. The next Chapter provides such an account for the order of perceptual acquisition of [n]-[r] ahead of [t]-[n]. It also offers an explanation for the order of productive acquisition of [t]-[n] ahead of [n]-[r]. This is a concrete example of the HetF sub-Model in working.

Perception precedes production. So, before a child is able to produce the [t]-[n] contrast, she should already be able to perceive it. The subjects in Experiment One were able to produce the [t]-[n] contrast, according to their parents. However, they did not distinguish it perceptually in the experiments. How do we understand this contradiction? A few things can help explain this. First of all, the perceptual experiment is only able to tap to a certain extent what the child is able to do at the time of the study. It is likely that the child is already able to perceive [t]-[n] but the experiment is not sensitive enough to capture this capability. However, the experiment was able to demonstrate the relative orders of perceptual acquisition for the [t]-[n] and the [n]-[r] contrasts: [n]-[r] was easier to be distinguished and was distinguished earlier than [t]-[n]. Secondly, the parents were not phonetically trained. About 2/3 of the 17-month olds’ parents reported that their
children were able to say [t] words and [n] words. The examples words they gave, however, were not minimal pairs. It is likely that the children were not distinguishing [t] and [n] in the words they produced – for example, a child might be pronouncing “ni(ght)-ni(ght)” as “di(ght)-di(ght),” but the parents were able to understand it as “ni(ght)-ni(ght)” and accordingly reported it as a [n] word. In this sense, there is still some possibility that the 17-month olds might not yet be able to distinguish [t]-[n] in their speech. Thirdly, the production studies cited above showed that children acquired [t] and [n] at the age of 18 months or later. This also suggested the possibility that at 17 months, children were not yet able to produce [t] and [n] is a contrastive way.
CHAPTER 5
ACCOUNTING FOR THE CROSS-DOMAIN MISMATCH

This chapter demonstrates that the HetF sub-Model, by further articulating the domain-specific faithfulness constraints without altering the general structure of the Shared-M Model, is able to account for the cross-domain mismatch in acquisition orders. It shows how this works by analyzing the acquisition of the [n]-[r] and [t]-[n] contrasts in word learning and production. In addition, it proposes to use the Biased Constraint Demotion algorithm (Prince and Tesar 2004) for the reranking of the constraints. Finally this chapter also shows how the phonological typology involved can be accounted for within the Shared-M framework.

5.1. Theoretical assumptions

5.1.1. The initial state of the child grammar

In OT acquisition theory, it is usually assumed that the child grammar begins with all markedness constraints dominating faithfulness constraints: Markedness >> faithfulness. Children have been found to produce relatively unmarked structures early on and more marked structures later (Jakobson 1941/1968 and subsequent researchers) (see §3.6.1.1. for a brief introduction to markedness and markedness constraints). However, a strict correlation between Universal Markedness Scale (see §3.6.1.2. and §3.6.1.3. for
discussion on Universal Markedness Scale) and the order of productive acquisition probably does not always hold. For example, one of Jakobson’s claims was that in children’s production, an anterior contrast would appear before an anterior/posterior contrast. It was observed, however, that for some children, /g/ could be mastered to contrast with /d/ before any /b/-initial words were produced (e.g. Jacob’s data, Menn 1976). This is one of the counterexamples for Jakobson’s prediction (also see §3.6.2.1). However, researchers generally accept his theory as a weaker version of linguistic universal and agree that in general, an acquisitional pattern exists: the less marked phonological features are acquired before the more marked. Based on this pattern, it is assumed that children’s phonological grammar begins with markedness constraints dominating faithfulness constraints (Gnanadesikan 1995, Levelt 1995, Demuth 1995, Smolensky 1996 a, b, Bernhart and Steinberger 1997, and Kager et al. 2004, p40-44; also see Pater 2004). Under this assumption, the output of the child grammar starts out conforming to the high-ranking markedness constraints and is thus unmarked. When the markedness constraints are dominated by the faithfulness constraints, features that are relatively more marked are preserved and thus result in more complex structures.

Another important argument for the initial state of markedness constraints dominating faithfulness constraints is from the well-known “subset problem” (Angluin 1980, Baker 1979). In learning their native grammar, children are only exposed to positive evidence, i.e. what is allowed by the target grammar. If, at some point, a child finds that the positive evidence she has received is consistent with two (or more) grammars that are in a superset-subset relation, s/he will have a problem: since both grammars agree with the evidence, the learner will not be able to decide which is the
correct grammar. The problem, however, can be solved if the learner assumes that the subset grammar is a better choice. Even if the superset grammar is correct and the learner has mistakenly identified the subset as the correct grammar, any new evidence that is inconsistent with the subset grammar will tell the learner to expand her grammar towards the correct superset. On the other hand, if the subset grammar is correct, yet the learner has mistakenly identified the superset as the correct grammar, then more positive evidence will not be able to direct the learner to the correct conclusion. So, the advantage for the learner to assume a more restricted grammar as the starting point is that it is more likely for her/him to arrive at the correct grammar. In OT terms, broadly speaking, a restrictive grammar means ranking markedness constraints as high as possible and faithfulness constraints as low as possible. Therefore, it is assumed that at the very beginning, all markedness constraints dominate faithfulness constraints.

As we will see in the next chapter, this is also an assumption adopted by the Shared-M Model (Pater 2004).

5.1.2. The Continuity Hypothesis

Like most other models of phonological acquisition in the OT framework, it is assumed that the child grammar starts out being the most stringent, with all faithfulness constraints dominated by all markedness constraints, and gradually loosens its restriction through constraint re-ranking, allowing for more phonological contrasts to be maintained. The end result of such constraint re-ranking is the adult grammar. So, it is also assumed that the adult grammar is a continuation of the child grammar, composed of the same material (constraints) but of a changed structure (constraint ranking).
This dissertation assumes the weak version of the Continuity Hypothesis: each developmental stage of the child grammar corresponds to an adult grammar, not necessarily of the target language, but of a possible language restrained by the principles of the Universal Grammar (Weissenborn et al. 1992, pages 4-5; also see White 1982, Pinker 1984, 1989, Goodluck 1986, Hyams 1986, 1992, Borer and Wexler 1987, Nishigauchi and Roeper 1987, Wexler and Manzizi 1987, Finer 1989, Clahsen 1992, Goodluck and Behne 1992, Randall 1992, Roeper and de Villiers 1992, Weissenborn 1992). Based on this assumption, developmental phonology and cross-linguistic phonology can be related to each other: developmentally, the universal set of constraints is shared by child and adult grammars; cross-linguistically, the same set of universal constraints is shared by all languages. Furthermore, the constraint ranking at every stage of the child grammar presumably corresponds to that of a possible natural language. So, the advantage of making these assumptions is that the search space of the child as she develops her own grammar is limited only to possible human languages (Kager et al. 2004, page 38).

In OT terms, the child grammar and the adult grammar consist of the same constraints and only differ in the ranking of these constraints. These constraints are universal. The adult grammar is a continuation of the child grammar in the sense that the child grammar develops into the target adult grammar by re-ranking the constraints so that some (or all) of the markedness constraints are dominated by faithfulness constraints.

---

1 More recently, it has been argued that certain aspects of child phonology are child-specific, a discussion that this dissertation will not pursue. See Boersma (2004) for a review of some of these proposals.
5.2. The HetF sub-Model’s constraints and initial rankings

Before we move on, it seems necessary to reiterate one assumption made by the dissertation mentioned in §3.1.1 (last paragraph). As discussed earlier, perceptual learning involves two mapping processes: from the perceived Acoustic level to the perceived Surface level of representation as in a phonological memory task, where no meaning is involved; and from the perceived Surface level to the Lexical level of representation as in a word-learning task, where the phonological contrast is paired with a meaning contrast. In this dissertation, we will focus on the second mapping, mainly because the empirical data dealt with are acquired using word-learning experiments. We will assume that the phonological contrasts in question are already learnt at the phonological memory level, and learning at that level happens in the same manner as at the word-learning level.

5.2.1. The domain-general markedness constraints

Like the Shared-M Model, the HetF sub-Model also assumes domain-general markedness constraints. In this case, they are part of the Sonority Onset Markedness Scale, the sub-hierarchy that is relevant to the segments [t], [n] and [r].

\[(5.1) \text{The markedness constraints} \]

\[*\text{Liquid-Onset} \gg *\text{Nasal-Onset} \gg *\text{Stop-Onset}\]

These markedness constraints evaluate the perceptual output at the Lexical level or the productive output at the produced Surface level. They assign violation marks to candidates that contain one or more syllables with a liquid, nasal or stop onset.
5.2.2. The domain-specific faithfulness constraints

Like the Shared-M Model, the HetF sub-Model also contains separate faithfulness constraints for perception and production that are fixed in ranking: the perceptual faithfulness constraints are ranked higher than the productive faithfulness constraints. By this proposal, the HetF sub-Model is able to explain the lag of production behind perception in the same manner as the Shared-M Model (see §3.2.2).

In explaining the parallel between perceptual and productive acquisition orders for trochaic and iambic feet, Pater (2004) proposed to use the faithfulness constraints $\text{Max}(SL)$ and $\text{Max}(LS)$ for perception and production respectively (§3.4). The homogeneousness of these constraints was crucial to accounting for the cross-domain parallel. This dissertation proposes that faithfulness constraints that referred to segments in the input and output of the phonological grammar are homogeneous across domains. In other words, constraints like $\text{Max}$ and $\text{Dep}$ apply to mappings in both perception and production.

This dissertation also proposes that, different from the Shared-M Model, the HetF sub-Model also allows faithfulness constraints that are not just distinctive in the levels of phonological representations they apply to, such as $\text{Max}(SL)$ and $\text{Max}(LS)$, but are also different in form and function. These are the faithfulness constraints that do not refer to segments. They may refer to articulatory or perceptual features or other phonetic measurements. For example, as will be discussed in the following two sections (§5.2.3, §5.2.4), $\text{Id-LS(Manner)}$ refers to manners of articulation, so we assume that it is production-only. There is not an analogous $\text{Id-AS(Manner)}$ or $\text{Id-SL(Manner)}$ in
perception. Likewise, MaxPd(SL) refers to perceptual distance and is perception-specific.

There are no mirroring MaxPd(LS) constraints in production.

5.2.3. Constraints and initial ranking for perception

5.2.3.1. The MaxPd=x constraints

In addition to the markedness constraints, the acquisition order in perception is also regulated by perceptual faithfulness constraints. The faithfulness constraints proposed here are a constraint family MaxPd(SL)=x, Pd = perceptual distance. It is defined in (5.2).

It is assumed that the perceptual distance constraints only apply to perceptual mappings. More specifically, we have limited the faithfulness constraints to the mapping between the perceived Surface level and the Lexical level. It is also assumed that a mirroring constraint family MaxPd(AS)=x applies to the lower-level perceptual mapping from a perceived Acoustic representation to a perceived Surface representation, and MaxPd(AS)=x works in the same manner as MaxPd(SL)=x.

(5.2) Faithfulness constraint family in perception grammar

MaxPd(SL) =x: The input phonological category at the perceived Surface level can only be mapped onto the output phonological category at the Lexical level if the perceptual difference between the two categories is no greater than x.

A violation is incurred when their perceptual distance is greater than x. For example, if the input [t] is mapped to the output [n], and the perceptual distance between
[t] and [n] is 1.5 unit, then this mapping violates the constraint MaxPd(SL)=1 but satisfy the constraint MaxPd(SL)=2.

The member constraints of the MaxPd(SL)=x constraint family are in a stringency relationship. Suppose $x_1 \leq x_2$, then candidates that violate MaxPd(SL)=x_2 must have a perceptual distance from the input that is even greater than $x_1$, so they must also violate MaxPd(SL)=x_1 at the same time. MaxPd(SL)=x_1 stipulates a stricter condition than MaxPd(SL)=x_2 does. Candidates that satisfy MaxPd(SL)=x_1 simultaneously satisfy MaxPd(SL)=x_2. The relative ranking between the MaxPd(SL)=x constraints does not affect the outcome of the grammar. Thus, at the beginning stage of the grammar, these constraints are unranked in relation to each other.

The MaxPd(SL)=x constraint family contains a large but finite number of constraints that are universally available to all languages. One might wonder how many such constraints we would need to consider in evaluating the grammar in determining the relative order of acquisition of phonological contrasts. This may be understood in mathematical terms through a generic example. Suppose the contrasts between $n$ phonemes are under consideration. These phonemes form as many as $n(n-1)/2$ phonological contrasts – each pair of phonemes constitutes a phonological contrast. A perceptual distance value can be calculated for each phonological contrast. Between two contrasts, to determine which is acquired earlier or later in perception, the critical perceptual distance constraint that the grammar needs is one whose $x$ value is between the perceptual distance values of the two contrasts (assuming that the two contrasts have different values of perceptual distance). So, the number of relevant perceptual distance constraints should be no more than the number of pairs of phonological contrasts that can
be formed among all the phonological contrasts. In other words, it should be no greater than the number of possible pairings between \( n(n-1)/2 \) entities. Suppose this number is \( N \), then we have:

\[
N \leq \left\lfloor \frac{n(n-1)}{2} \right\rfloor \left\lfloor \frac{n(n-1)}{2} - 1 \right\rfloor / 2 = n(n^2 - 1)(n - 2)/8 \quad (n \geq 3)
\]

This means that if a total of \( n \) segments are under consideration, then we need to consider no more than \( n(n^2 - 1)(n - 2)/8 \) \( \text{MaxPd(SL)=x} \) constraints so as to determine the relative order of acquisition for any pair of contrasts made of the \( n \) phonemes.

In the test case \([t]-[n]\) and \([n]-[r]\), three phonemes are involved. When \( n=3 \), \( N=3 \). So, we need no more than three \( \text{MaxPd(SL)=x} \) constraints. The perceptual distances between the three phonemes are as follows (see §4.1.3 for more information):

\[
\text{(5.4) Perceptual distances between } [t]-[n], \text{ [t]-[r] and [n]-[r]}
\]

\[
P_d(t-n)=1.5 \text{ units}, \ P_d(t-r)=5.3 \text{ units}, \ P_d(n-r)=4.8 \text{ units}
\]

In this case, the faithfulness constraints needed are: \( \text{MaxPd(SL)=5} \), \( \text{MaxPd(SL)=3} \) and \( \text{MaxPd(SL)=1} \). The first two are necessary to determine the acquisition orders between the phonological contrasts \([t]-[n]\), \([t]-[r]\) and \([n]-[r]\). \( \text{MaxPd(SL)=1} \) is needed in order to make sure that all phonological categories are faithfully perceived at the final stage of the grammar. Without \( \text{MaxPd(SL)=1} \), the \([t]-[n]\) contrast would remain neutralized, since their perceptual distance is less than required by \( \text{MaxPd(SL)=3} \).

\footnote{Certainly, \( \text{MaxPd(SL)=4} \) or \( \text{MaxPd(SL)=2} \) will also do the job for \( \text{MaxPd(SL)=3} \).}
The perceptual distances between phonemic categories, ideally, should be tested using subjects who either do not have any grammar or have an all-encompassing grammar that enables them to phonemically distinguish all contrasts used by the world’s languages, so as to ensure that the participants’ native grammar does not bias their responses. Neither of these, however, is realistic. Yet, in the case of [t], [n] and [r], the perceptual distances calculated from the confusion data of native English listeners can be used to represent the perceptual distances from the non-existing ideal subjects. This is because [t], [n] and [r] are all native phonological categories of English. In the adult native English listeners’ perceptual grammar, the relevant faithfulness constraints would dominate the markedness constraints. In other words, for these contrasts, their grammar is just like that of the hypothetical subjects. The confusion data obtained from these subjects are thus a good indicator of the perceptual closeness of these phonemic categories.

5.2.3.2. The *WARP constraints (Boersma 1998)

The proposed perceptual faithfulness constraint family MaxPd(SL)=x is functionally very similar to the *WARP constraint family of the perception grammar in Boersma’s model: both restrict the parsing of the input as the output to within a certain range of numerical value along some dimension of measurement. *WARP was defined as follows:

(5.5) The formal definition of *WARP(f; d) (Boersma 1998, page 163):

*WARP (f; d) ≡ ∃xi ∈fac ∧ ∃yi ∈fperc → xi - yi < d
“The perceived value y of a feature f is not different from the acoustic value x of that feature by any positive amount of distortion d.”
For example, *WARP (F1: [440], /300/) meant “do not initially classify an acoustic input of 440 Hz as a high vowel” (page 164). A high vowel here referred to a vowel with an F1 value of 300 Hz or lower. MaxPd(SL)=x states that the perceptual distance between the input and output should not be greater than the specified value x. So, both MaxPd(SL)=x and *WARP aim to minimize distortion in perception.”

The Functional Grammar Model, however, does not seem to be able to reliably predict the attested mismatch between perceptual and productive orders of acquisition of phonemic contrasts [t]-[n] and [n]-[r]. In fact, it seems to allow both mismatch and parallel.

In production, the relevant constraints are the markedness constraint *GESTURE and the faithfulness constraint *REPLACE. *GESTURE can be ranked based on articulatory effort (p7, Boersma 1999), with the gesture that requires more effort ranked higher. The pronunciation of the liquid [r] probably demands more articulatory precision than the stops [t] and [n]. Therefore, we can reasonably assume the following fixed ranking of *GESTURE constraints:

(5.6) Fixed ranking of *GESTURE constraints for [t], [n] and [r]

*GESTURE-[r] >> *GESTURE-[t], *GESTURE-[n]\(^3\)

*REPLACE can be ranked according to perceptual confusion (Boersma 1999, page 7). The more easily confused the input-output pair is, the lower its corresponding *REPLACE constraint is ranked. Thus, given Pd([t]-[r]) > Pd([n]-[r]) > Pd([n]-[t]), we have the following fixed ranking of *REPLACE constraints:

---

\(^3\) *GESTURE and *CATEG were defined to evaluate certain aspects of a phonological category, e.g. the frequency value of F1 (Boersma 1998). To simplify the discussion, it is assumed here that these constraints can also directly refer to phonological categories such as /t/, /n/ and /r/.
(5.7) Fixed ranking of *REPLACE constraints for [t]-[n], [n]-[r] and [t]-[r]

*REPLACE(\{t\} with \{r\}), *REPLACE(\{r\} with \{t\}) >>
*REPLACE(\{n\} with \{r\}), *REPLACE(\{r\} with \{n\}) >>
*REPLACE(\{t\} with \{n\}), *REPLACE(\{n\} with \{t\}) >>

In the productive acquisition for \{t\}, \{n\} and \{r\}, the fixed rankings of productive markedness (*GESTURE) and faithfulness (*REPLACE) constraints are ranked in relation to each other. One possibility is as shown below:

(5.8) One possible ranking of productive constraints of the Functional Grammar Model (Boersma 1998)

*GESTURE-[r] >>
*REPLACE(\{t\} with \{r\}), *REPLACE(\{r\} with \{t\}) >>
*REPLACE(\{n\} with \{r\}), *REPLACE(\{r\} with \{n\}) >>
*REPLACE(\{t\} with \{n\}), *REPLACE(\{n\} with \{t\}) >>
*GESTURE-[t], *GESTURE-[n]

Under the above ranking, the learner is able to faithfully produce \{t\} and \{n\}, but not \{r\}, consistent with the production data reviewed in §4.1.2. This is shown in the following tableaux.

(5.9) Productive acquisition for \{t\}, \{n\} and \{r\} under one possible ranking of productive constraints of the Functional Grammar Model (Boersma 1998)

a. Input: /t/; output: [t]

|      | *GEST-[r] | *REPL(/t/-[r]) | *REPL(/t/-[t]) | *REPL(/n/-[r]) | *REPL(/t/-[n]) | *GES-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b. Input: \( /n/ \); output: \([n]\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*GEST (-[r])</th>
<th>*REPL(/t/-[r])</th>
<th>*REPL(/n/-[r])</th>
<th>*REPL(/t/-[n])</th>
<th>*REPL(/n/-[t])</th>
<th>*GEST-[t]</th>
<th>*GEST-[n]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( /n/ )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [t] )</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{[n]} )</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( /r/ )</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [t] )</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{[n]} )</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( /r/ )</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [t] )</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{[n]} )</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. Input: \( /r/ \); output: \([n]\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*GEST (-[r])</th>
<th>*REPL(/t/-[r])</th>
<th>*REPL(/n/-[r])</th>
<th>*REPL(/t/-[n])</th>
<th>*REPL(/n/-[t])</th>
<th>*GEST-[t]</th>
<th>*GEST-[n]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( /r/ )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [t] )</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{[n]} )</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( /r/ )</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( [t] )</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{[n]} )</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In phoneme categorization\(^4\), the relevant constraints are the markedness constraints *CATEG and the faithfulness constraints *WARP. *CATEG militates against perceiving any phonemic categories in the language (Boersma 1999, page 4). During the learning process, *CATEG is ranked based on frequency – "frequently visited categories have low *CATEG constraint" (p170, 1998). Based on Dewey (1923), \( /r/ \) is less frequent than \( /t/ \) or \( /n/ \) as either a syllable-initial or word-initial sound in English (Table 17, page 130). Therefore, we have the following fixed ranking for the *CATEG constraints:

\[(5.10) \text{Fixed ranking of *CATEG constraints for } /t/, /n/ \text{ and } /r/\]

*CATEG-\( /t/ \) >> *CATEG-\( /t/, *CATEG-\( /n/ \)

---

\(^4\) "Phoneme categorization" characterized by the Functional Grammar Model (Boersma 1998) largely corresponds to what is being tested in a "phonological memory task," or to the mapping from the perceived Acoustic level to the perceived Surface level as in the HetF sub-Model. For reasons discussed in §3.1.1, the discussion of the proposed HetF sub-Model in this dissertation focuses on the next perceptual mapping, i.e. from the perceived Surface level to the Lexical level, and assumes that perceptual learning of the phonemic contrasts takes place in the same manner in the previous mapping (from perceived Acoustic to perceived Surface). So, we will assume that the attested mismatch between the orders of acquisition for \( [t]-[n] \) and \( [n]-[r] \) in word learning and production also extends to between phonological memory and production. This will make the discussion of Boersma’s (1998) model, which involves phoneme categorization and production, more relevant to the prediction of the HetF sub-Model.
The *WARP constraints are fixed in ranking according to the perceptual distance between the input and the output: The larger the distance is, the higher the corresponding *WARP constraint is ranked. Thus, given \( Pd([t]-[r]) > Pd([n]-[r]) > Pd([t]-[n]) \), we have the following fixed ranking of *WARP constraints:

\[
(5.11) \text{Fixed ranking of *WARP constraints for [t]-[n], [n]-[r] and [t]-[r]} \\
*\text{WARP(input [t]; output /r/), *WARP(input [r]; output /t/)} > >
*\text{WARP(input [n]; output /r/), *WARP(input [r]; output /n/)} > >
*\text{WARP(input [t]; output /n/), *WARP(input [n]; output /t/)}
\]

In the perceptive acquisition for [t], [n] and [r], the fixed rankings of perceptive markedness (*CATEG) and faithfulness (*WARP) constraints are ranked in relation to each other. One possibility is as shown below:

\[
(5.12) \text{One possible ranking of perceptive constraints of the Functional Grammar Model (Boersma 1998)} \\
*\text{CATEG-/r/} > >
*\text{WARP(input [t]; output /r/), *WARP(input [r]; output /t/)} > >
*\text{WARP(input [n]; output /r/), *WARP(input [r]; output /n/)} > >
*\text{WARP(input [t]; output /n/), *WARP(input [n]; output /t/)} > >
*\text{CATEG-/t/, *CATEG-/n/}
\]

This ranking exactly mirrors the ranking of the productive constraints in (5.8). So the result of perceptual acquisition also matches the result in production: [t] and [n] are faithfully perceived, but not [r]. In both perception and production, the Functional Grammar Model predicts that [t] and [n] are acquired earlier than [r]. This parallel between the perceptual and productive orders of acquisition for [t], [n] and [r], however, is not supported by empirical evidence.
Furthermore, the Functional Grammar Model may not consistently predict such an acquisitional parallel. Assume that *CATEG-/n/ >> *CATEG-/t/ (this is consistent with the cross-linguistic frequency distribution pattern [t] > [n] (Maddieson 1984)), then another possible ranking for the perceptual constraints is as follows:

(5.13) A second possible ranking of perceptual constraints of the Functional Grammar Model (Boersma 1998)

*WARP(input [t]; output /r/), *WARP(input [r]; output /t/) >>
*WARP(input [n]; output /r/), *WARP(input [r]; output /n/) >>
*CATEG-/r/ >>
*CATEG-/n/ >>
*WARP(input [t]; output /n/), *WARP(input [n]; output /t/) >>
*CATEG-/t/

Under this ranking, [t] and [r] are perceived faithfully, but not [n]. This is shown in the following tableaux:

(5.14) Perceptual acquisition for [t], [n] and [r] under a second possible ranking of productive constraints of the Functional Grammar Model (Boersma 1998)

a. Input: [t]; output: /t/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[t]</th>
<th>*WARP([t]-/r/)</th>
<th>*WARP([n]-/r/)</th>
<th>*C-/r/</th>
<th>*C-/n/</th>
<th>*WARP([t]-/n/)</th>
<th>*C-/t/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/t/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Input: [n]; output: /t/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>[n]</th>
<th>*WARP([t]-/r/)</th>
<th>*WARP([n]-/r/)</th>
<th>*C-/r/</th>
<th>*C-/n/</th>
<th>*WARP([t]-/n/)</th>
<th>*C-/t/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/t/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Both [t] and [n] are perceived as /t/, while [r] is perceived faithfully. In other words, the contrast [n]-[r] would have been shown to be perceived earlier than the contrast [t]-[n], as demonstrated by the word-learning experiment. This order mismatches the order in production. So, the Functional Grammar Model also allows the attested mismatch between the perceptual and productive orders of acquisition for [t]-[n] and [n]-[r].

If the above interpretation is accurate, then the Functional Grammar Model has been shown not to be able to consistently predict the cross-domain mismatch, or parallel, in the orders of acquisition.

### 5.2.3.3 The P-map (Steriade 2001)

As discussed in §2.2.1.1, the perceptual faithfulness constraints in the Functional Grammar Model (Boersma 1998), *WARP, and in the HetF sub-Model, MaxPd=x, both operate on some continuous phonetic measurement such as the frequency value of a vowel formant or the perceptual distance between phonological categories. Another approach to model how “discrete phonological decisions … can be influenced by gradient Phonetic considerations … (Boersma 2006, page 170)” is the P-map theory proposed by Steriade (2001). The empirical basis for the P-map is the observation that, to satisfy a phonotactic (markedness) constraint (e.g. *[+Voice]_/_), no word-final voiced obstruents, not all possible fixes were used by languages. The only attested cure was the input-output

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>*WARP([t]-/r/)</th>
<th>*WARP([n]-/r/)</th>
<th>*C-/r/</th>
<th>*C-/n/</th>
<th>*WARP([t]-/n/)</th>
<th>*C-/t/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[r]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-/t/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-/r/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
pair judged most similar (i.e. devoicing of the final obstruent in the output). The P-map was a distinct component of the grammar used to capture this preference for the perceptually most similar fix. It ranked the perceptual similarities between the input-output pairings of all the potential fixes and projected this ranking to the ranking of the correspondence (faithfulness) constraints accordingly: the correspondence constraint that the most similar fix violated was ranked the lowest. In this way, the P-map guided the grammar to favor the most similar repair.

The P-map theory, however, also cannot seem to explain the attested mismatch between perceptual and productive orders of acquisition of phonemic contrasts [t]-[n] and [n]-[r]. The perceptual distances Pd([n]-[r]) > Pd([n]-[t]) can be translated into the following P-map relation:

\[(5.15) \text{ The P-map relation between the phonological contrasts [n]-[r] and [n]-[t]}\]

\[\Delta ([n]-[r]) > \Delta ([n]-[t])\]

The above indicates that [t] is a more similar fix for the *Nasal-Onset constraint than [n]. Projected to the ranking of faithfulness constraints, we have:

\[(5.16) \text{ Ranking of the faithfulness constraints projected by the P-map} \]

\[\text{Faith([n]-[r])} >> \text{Faith([n]-[t])}\]

Faith([n]-[r]) requires that the featural distinction between [n] and [r] remain unchanged in the output. That is, the input [n] cannot be realized as the output [r]. Similarly, an output [t] for the input [n] will incur a violation mark for the constraint Faith([n]-[t]). The grammar at the beginning stage looks something like (5.17).
As we can see, the P-map directly projects the relation in perceptual confusion to the production result: [n] is mapped to [t] in production just like it is mapped to [t] in perception. The phonemic contrast that is initially confused in perception (i.e. [t]-[n]) is also the one initially confused in production. The P-map simply maps the perceptual relationship onto the production order. Thus, it does not allow perception-production mismatches.

5.2.3.4. The initial ranking of the perceptual constraints

As previously discussed, at the initial stage of the child grammar markedness constraints dominate faithfulness constraints. Thus, *L-Ons >> *N-Ons >> *S-Ons are ranked higher than MaxPd(SL)=\(\pi\). The initial ranking of the perception constraints is as shown in (5.18)

(5.18) Initial ranking of the perceptual constraints

*L-Ons>>*N-Ons>>*S-Ons>>MaxPd(SL)=5, MaxPd(SL)=3, MaxPd(SL)=1

5.2.4. Constraints and initial ranking for production

The domain-general Universal Markedness Scale, *Liquid-Onset >> *Nasal-Onset >> *Stop-Onset, is also part of the production constraints. In addition, the productive mapping is subject to its own faithfulness constraints. These faithfulness
constraints only apply to the mapping from the Lexical level to the produced Surface level.

The phonological segments in question, [t], [n], [r], share the same alveolar place of articulation, but differ in manner of articulation. Consonantal manner of articulation describes how the articulators such as tongue, lips, etc. make contact with each other in making a speech sound. Two relevant parameters of manner in this case are stricture and nasality. Stricture refers to the degree in which the speech articulators approximate one another. [t] and [n] both involve complete closure of the oral cavity and there is no airflow through the mouth. They belong to the stop category. For [r], however, the active articulator approximates the passive articulator without forming a closure but only close enough to cause slight air turbulence. It belongs to the approximant category. Nasality indicates nasal airflow during the production of the speech sound. In producing a nasal stop such as [n], there is complete obstruction of the oral cavity, but the soft palate is lowered to allow air pass through the nasal cavity. [t] and [r], however, are both oral, for which the soft palate is raised so that nasal airflow is blocked. The following chart summarizes the relevant parameters of the manner feature for [t], [n] and [r].

(5.19) Manners of articulation for [t], [n] and [r].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sound</th>
<th>Manner of Articulation</th>
<th>Stricture</th>
<th>Nasality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[t]</td>
<td>stop</td>
<td>oral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n]</td>
<td>stop</td>
<td>nasal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[r]</td>
<td>approximant (liquid)</td>
<td>oral</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The proposed faithfulness constraint in production is Id-LS(Manner), defined as below.
5.20 Faithfulness constraints in production

**Id-LS(Manner)**: The manner feature of the output at the produced Surface level must be the same as that of the input at the Lexical level.

A violation is incurred if there is a mismatch between the manner of articulation of the input and that of the output. If there are two mismatches, then two violation marks will be given. Below lists the input-out pairings and their respective violation marks for Id-LS(Manner).

(5.21) Assignment of violation marks for Id-LS(Manner)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>output pair</th>
<th>Violation marks under Id-LS(Manner)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[t]-[n] or [n]-[t]</td>
<td>*(nasality)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[t]-[r] or [r]-[t]</td>
<td>*(structure)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[n]-[r] or [r]-[n]</td>
<td>*(structure) *(nasality)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The initial ranking of the production constraints is shown in (5.22):

(5.22) Initial ranking of the production constraints

*Liquid-Onset>>*Nasal-Onset>>*Stop-Onset >>Id-LS(Manner)

5.3. The Biased Constraint Demotion (BCD) learning algorithm

The Shared-M Model proposes that, as the grammar develops, the markedness constraints are demoted in relation to the faithfulness constraints. However, the motivation for the constraint demotion is not discussed. This dissertation proposes to adopt the Biased Constraint Demotion algorithm (BCD) (Prince and Tesar 2004, also see Tessier’s (2007) dissertation for a review) as the HetF sub-Model’s ranking mechanism.
5.3.1. Maintaining a restrictive grammar: biases and principles

5.3.1.1. The Markedness >> Faithfulness bias

The BCD assumes that the learner is equipped with general learning biases and re-ranks her constraints based on these biases. One of the biases relevant to the grammar in discussion is the Markedness >> Faithfulness bias (theoretical evidence in OT: Smolensky 1996, Tesar and Smolensky 1998; empirical evidence in child production: Jakobson 1941/1968, Jakobson and Halle 1956, Stampe 1969, Macken 1978, Dinnsen 1992, Fikkert 1994, Gnanadesikan 1995, Demuth 1995, Pater 1997). The Markedness >> Faithfulness bias has been proposed to avoid the “subset problem” – the problem, that, on positive evidence, the learner cannot rule out the superset grammar of the correct grammar (also see §5.1.1). The BCD assumes that throughout the learning process, the learner ranks her markedness constraints as high as possible, and her faithfulness constraints, as low as possible. In other words, the faithfulness constrains should be dominated by as many markedness constraints as possible. Under this assumption, the learner is able to keep her grammar as restrictive as possible.

The BCD also proposes a numeric measure for the restrictiveness of the grammar, i.e. the R-measure:

(5.23) The R-measure of the Biased Constraint Demotion algorithm

“The R-measure for a constraint hierarchy is determined by adding, for each faithfulness constraint in the hierarchy, the number of markedness constraints that dominate the faithfulness constraint (Prince and Tesar 2004, page 6).”
By definition, to maintain a restrictive grammar, the learner must make sure that the R-measure is as large as possible.

### 5.3.1.2. The “freeing up a markedness constraint” principle

Prince and Tesar (2004) proposed that the grammar should remain as restrictive as possible. In other words, the R-measure (defined in (5.10)) must be as large as possible. They argued, however, that the R-measure should not be used directly in choosing the best constraint ranking. Otherwise, it would mean calculating the R-measure for each of the possible constraint ranking and compare all the R-measures with each other, which could be a tremendous amount of calculation on the learner’s part. They posited alternative conditions that the learning algorithm must abide by in deciding which faithfulness constraints to rank.

First, they suggested choosing only those faithfulness constraints that, by being ranked higher, are able to make at least one markedness constraint prefer no losers (i.e. either prefers winners or prefers neither). This is referred to as “freeing up the markedness constraint” (Prince and Tesar 2004, page 10). In order to free up a markedness constraint, the promoted faithfulness constraint must resolve all the errors the grammar currently makes for which the markedness constraint prefers the losers.

Below is an example that Prince and Tesar (2004, page 9) used to illustrate the meaning of “freeing up a constraint”:

---

5 In Prince and Tesar (2004), it is assumed that constraints are not initially ranked. The BCD is a mechanism for choosing constraints and put them into tiers, instead of for re-ranking the constraints that are already ranked. So, to be exact, “freeing up a constraint” means to turn a L-preferring constraint into a non-L-preferring constraint so that it can be placed into the ranking. In this dissertation, an initial ranking is assumed, so all the constraints start out already ranked. “Freeing up a constraint” thus does not have the complete original meaning as Prince and Tesar proposed. However, the condition Prince and Tesar proposed for choosing the Faithfulness constraint to (re)-rank still applies.
(5.24) Freeing up a constraint

a.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W ~ L</th>
<th>C1 ; C2</th>
<th>C3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) W1~L1</td>
<td>W ; L</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) W2~L2</td>
<td>L ; W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W ~ L</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C1 ; C2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) W1~L1</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W ; L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b) W2~L2</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L ; W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W ~ L</th>
<th>C3</th>
<th>C1 ; C2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a) W1~L1</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W ; L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (5.24.a), the constraint C1 prefers the loser for error (b). When C3 is ranked high, as shown in (5.24.b), it resolves error (b) and leaves only error (a). As shown in (5.24.c), C1 now prefers no losers. We say that the high ranking of C3 has freed C1.

5.3.1.3. The “smallest effective F sets” principle

Secondly, the learning algorithm must abide by the “smallest effective F sets” principle. This principle says that in choosing which faithfulness constraints to be ranked above the L-preferring markedness constraints, choose “the smallest set of faithfulness constraints that free up some markedness constraint” (Prince and Tesar 2004, page 16). So, we should first consider a set that has only one faithfulness constraint in it. Also, freeing up one markedness constraint at a time is OK; it’s not required that all errors must be resolved all at once.
5.3.1.4. The Specific Faithfulness >> General Faithfulness bias

Another bias of the BCD in ranking faithfulness constraints is that “… the algorithm should choose the F constraint that is relevant to the narrowest range of structural positions” (Prince and Tesar 2004, page 22). In other words, the faithfulness constraint that is more specific should be ranked before the one that is more general is ranked.

The perceptual faithfulness constraints in the HetF sub-Model are of one constraint family $\text{MaxPd(SL)}=x$. By definition, the member constraints are in a stringency relationship: the smaller the $x$ value is, the more restrictive or general the constraint is. Candidates that violate $\text{MaxPd(SL)}=3$ also violate $\text{MaxPd(SL)}=5$; similarly, candidates that violates $\text{MaxPd(SL)}=1$ violate both $\text{MaxPd(SL)}=3$ and $\text{MaxPd(SL)}=5$. Therefore, in choosing which faithfulness constraint to rank based on the Specific Faithfulness >> General Faithfulness bias, $\text{MaxPd(SL)}=5$ should be ranked before $\text{MaxPd(SL)}=3$, and both before $\text{MaxPd(SL)}=1$.

5.3.2. Application of the BCD to perception

5.3.2.1. The original assumption of faithful perception

Before we proceed, it is necessary to clarify that the BCD’s major application has been in productive acquisition. In this context, one important assumption of the learning algorithm is that the learner is able to perceive what she hears faithfully. By comparing her own production with the adult’s production that she hears, she is able to identify the errors in what she produces. These errors are a driving force for the constraints to rerank
and also provide information to the learner as to how to do so. In this context, the assumption of faithful perception is a basis on which the error-driven learning mechanism works.

This dissertation proposes to modify the assumption that perception is always faithful and phonological contrasts are acquired in perception without significant learning (empirical evidence: Stager and Werker 1997, Werker and Stager 2000, Pater et al. 1998, 2000; also see §2.1.2. for relevant discussion). It suggests that the BCD can also be applied to perceptual acquisition and to reveal the order of acquisition in perception.

5.3.2.2. Loss of the ability to perceive non-native phonological contrasts

To use the BCD to reveal the orders of perceptual acquisition, this dissertation proposes that at a pre-Grammar level, infants are able to perceive phonetic signals in terms of phonological categories used by all human languages. For infants, this is the stage in which their perception has not been shaped by their native phonology. At this stage, they are found to be able to discriminate non-native phonological categories that are difficult for adults to distinguish without intensive training (Singh and Black 1966, Eimas et al. 1971, Lasky et al. 1975, Lisker and Abramson 1970, Goto 1971, Miyawaki et al. 1975, Streeter 1976, Trehub 1976, Mackain et al. 1980, Aslin et al. 1981, Werker et al. 1981, Tees and Werker 1982, Jusczyk 1997). For adults, this refers to their ability to distinguish non-native phonological categories under some testing conditions, for instance, using procedures that have low memory demands (Carney et al. 1977) or do not predispose the subjects to listen for speech sounds.
All levels of representations used by the HetF sub-Model are assumed to be featural representations. Thus, comparison can be made between these representations and determine if a mapping is faithful. It is assumed that at the pre-Grammar level, or the perceived Acoustic level as in the HetF sub-Model discussed here, the learner’s phonological representations correspond to the phonological categories used by all human languages. The mapping of a phonological representation from this level to a higher level in perception, however, may not be faithful. The perceptual acquisition process is as follows. The learner hears an acoustic signal and perceives it as an Acoustic representation in accordance with universal phonological categories. Her current Perception Grammar takes the perceived Acoustic representation as the input and maps it onto a higher level of representation in perception – it can be at the perceived Surface level or the Lexical level, depending on the developmental stage the perception is in. The learner compares the perceived Acoustic representation at the pre-Grammar level with the perceptual representation. If there is a mismatch, the learner’s grammar will report an error. This provides a mechanism for the learner to access the data in a way that allows her to gradually approximate the target grammar. It is also one way to characterize the learner’s competence: every normal learner has the potential to reach native proficiency through sufficient exposure to and training in native data.

The M >> F constraint ranking relevant to the error then reranks and eventually reaches the F >> M ranking. The markedness and faithfulness constraints irrelevant to that error, however, stay in the original ranking. Thus, learning is data-dependent. This proposal offers an explanation for older children and adults’ loss of their ability to phonologically distinguish non-native sound contrasts.
For a simple example, an English-acquiring infant has the following phonological representations at the perceived Acoustic level: the regular voiceless unaspirated [t], the dental voiceless unaspirated [ ɹ ] and the nasal [ n ]. When grammar sets in, at the initial stage, the child has the constraint ranking *[ ɹ ], *[ n ] >> *[t] >> F(AS). The English language that the child is exposed to has [t] and [n], but no *[ ɹ ]. With the initial grammar, [t] and [n] at the Acoustic level are neutralized into the less marked /t/ at the perceived Surface level. The child checks the perceived Surface representation against the Acoustic representations and discovers an error: [n] ~ [t]. To resolve this error, the markedness constraints relevant to the [t]-[n] contrast rerank in relation to the faithfulness constraint so that they are both dominated by the faithfulness constraint. However, because there is no [ ɹ ] in the English input, *[ ɹ ] remains to dominate the markedness constraint. The grammar now changes into *[ ɹ ] >> F(AS) >> *[t], *[n]. As we can see, this grammar is able to distinguish the native [t]-[n] contrast but not able to differentiate the non-native [t]-[ ɹ ] contrast.

5.3.3. A formal example of the BCD

The BCD is an error-driven learning algorithm. The learner reranks the constraints based on a collection of errors she has made overtime. The collection of errors is usually shown in a table, which we will refer to as the “error table.” These errors give the learner the information as to which constraints to rerank, and the BCD’s built-in biases guide her to implement the reranking in a maximally restrictive way.

To illustrate how the BCD works, we will look at a generic example borrowed form Tessier’s (2007) dissertation with one modification. In her dissertation, learning in
this example takes place in production. Here, it is assumed that learning happens in perception, with the input at the perceived Acoustic level and the output at the perceived Surface level.

As shown in (5.25), the input is segment [A] and the output produced by the current grammar is /B/. The learner compares the perceived Surface representation /B/ with the perceived Acoustic representation /A/ and finds a mismatch. So, the grammar at this stage has made an error.

(5.25) The current grammar makes an error:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>*A</th>
<th>*C</th>
<th>*B</th>
<th>Ident -A vs. B</th>
<th>Ident -A vs. C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/A/</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/B/</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/C/</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the BCD, this error is stored in the error table, shown in (5.13). The error table contains information about the current constraint ranking and how each constraint evaluates the “winner” (i.e., the correct output that the current grammar fails to produce) and the “loser” (i.e., the incorrect output that the current grammar produces).

(5.26) The error table with information about the error:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>winner-loser</th>
<th>*A</th>
<th>*C</th>
<th>*B</th>
<th>Ident- A vs. B</th>
<th>Ident- A vs. C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/A~/B/</td>
<td>L e W W e</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The constraints that favor the winner are marked with W and those that favor the loser is marked with L. If it favors neither the winner nor the loser, it is marked with “e.” To make the winner win, the learner would need to rerank the constraints so that all the constraints that favor the loser are dominated by at least one constraint that favors the
winner. In this case, we have two candidates for the dominating constraint: *B or Ident-A vs. B. The error can be resolved by either of the two rankings in (5.27):

(5.27) Constraint rankings that can resolve the error in (5.26)

a. *B >> *A
b. Ident-A vs. B >> *A

There are many possible rankings that include either one of the above sub-rankings. The problem now is to find the most restrictive of these rankings that predicts the correct winner. Here is where the Markedness >> Faithfulness bias comes in. The BCD implements the Markedness >> Faithfulness bias by installing the markedness constraints that do not favor the loser on the highest stratum of the constraint ranking.

These markedness constraints are as follows:

(5.28) Markedness constraints chosen by the BCD for the highest ranking stratum:

*C, *B

Then, the markedness constraint that favors the loser is installed in the next stratum. All remaining faithfulness constraints are installed in the last stratum. Thus the new grammar is as in (5.29). It is now able to produce the correct optimal output.

(5.29) The new grammar produces the correct output:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[A]</th>
<th>*B : *C</th>
<th>*A</th>
<th>Ident -A vs. B</th>
<th>Ident -A vs. C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/A/</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/B/</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With the initial constraint ranking of the grammar (§5.2) and the ranking algorithm (§5.3), we are now ready to rerank the constraints of the HetF sub-Model. The
next section demonstrates how the HetF sub-Model explains the acquisition order for [t]-[n] and [n]-[r] in perception and production.

5.4. Explaining the mismatch

The initial state of the grammar, as discussed earlier, is given below. The markedness constraints dominate all the faithfulness constraints. The markedness constraints *Liquid-Onset >> *Nasal-Onset >> *Stop-Onset are fixed in ranking. The perceptual faithfulness constraints MaxPd(SL)=5, MaxPd(SL)=3, MaxPd(SL)=1 are ranked higher than the faithfulness constraint Id-LS(Manner) in production.

(5.30) The initial state of the grammar

*Liquid-Onset >> *Nasal-Onset >> *Stop-Onset
>> MaxPd(SL)=5, MaxPd(SL)=3, MaxPd(SL)=1
>> Id-LS(Manner)

The faithfulness constraints are domain specific. For the perceptual mapping from the perceived Surface level to the Lexical level, Id-LS(Manner) will not be active; for the productive mapping from the Lexical level to the produced Surface level, the MaxPd(SL)=x constraints are vacuously satisfied. So, in what follows, we will discuss the ranking in perception and production separately, leaving out the irrelevant faithfulness constraints in each case.

5.4.1. Order of perceptual acquisition

As Prince and Tesar (2004) pointed out, with the Biased Constraint Demotion learning algorithm, the initial ranking of the grammar does not need to be stipulated.
Given an empty error table in the initial state, the BCD will fully conform to the Markedness >> Faithfulness bias and have all the markedness constraints ranked above all the faithfulness constraints. So, the initial ranking of the perceptual constraints is as previously shown in (5.18), repeated below:

\[(5.31)=(5.18) \text{ Initial ranking of the perceptual constraints} \]

*Liquid-Onset >> *Nasal-Onset >> *Stop-Onset
>> MaxPd(SL) = 5, MaxPd(SL) = 3, MaxPd(SL) = 1

Under this ranking, [ta] is faithfully perceived, but [na] and [ra] are both neutralized into [ta]. This is shown by the tableaux in (5.32):

(5.32) Initial ranking of the perceptual constraints

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ta/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The learner compares the output at the Lexical level – i.e. /ta/ for all three cases – with the input representations at the perceived Surface level /ta/, /na/ and /ra/ (which faithfully match [ta], [na], and [ra], the pre-Grammar representations at the perceived Acoustic level). Two mismatches can be identified: one is between the perceived Surface /na/ and the Lexical /ta/, and the other is between the perceived Surface /ra/ and the Lexical /ta/. So, the grammar has made two errors. These errors are stored in the error table. Thus we have the current error table as in (5.33):

(5.33) The error table: initial stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>input</th>
<th>W ~ L</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td>/na~/~ta/</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td>/ra~/~ta/</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The learner, first of all, looks at the markedness constraints to see if there are any non-L-preferring markedness constraints that can be ranked. In this case, *S-Ons only prefers winners, so theoretically *S-Ons should be ranked first. However, the three markedness constraints are in a fixed ranking. *L-Ons and *N-Ons must remain ranked higher than *S-Ons. So, no markedness constraint can be ranked.

Then, the learner looks at the faithfulness constraints and ranks the most specific faithfulness constraint MaxPd(SL)=5. Now we have:

(5.34) Ranking perceptual constraints: initial stage, step 1

MaxPd(SL)=5 >> …
The high-ranking of this constraint resolves the /ra/~ta/ error. So, *L-Ons now becomes a non-loser-preferring constraint. In other words, the domination of the MaxPd(SL)=5 frees up the *L-Ons constraint. *L-Ons is ready to be ranked. So we have:

(5.35) Ranking perceptual constraints: initial stage, step 2

MaxPd(SL)=5 >> *L-Ons >> …

Since the reranking has freed up a markedness constraint, this round of learning is considered completed. We can go on to rank the rest of the markedness and faithfulness constraints:

(5.36) Ranking perceptual constraints: initial stage step 3

MaxPd(SL)=5 >> *L-Ons >> *N-Ons >> *S-Ons
>> MaxPd(SL)=3, MaxPd(SL)=1

The updated error table is shown in (5.37):

(5.37) The error table: initial stage updated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>W~L</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td>/na~/~ta/</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>: W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(/ra/)</td>
<td>(/ra~/~ta/)</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>: W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see, with the W-preferring MaxPd(SL)=5 ranked high, the /ra/~ta/ error is resolved. We put resolved errors in parentheses.

The updated ranking of the perceptual constraints and the perceptual outputs are shown in the tableaux below:
(5.38) Intermediate ranking of the perceptual constraints (1)

a. input=/ta/; output=/ta/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ta/</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ta/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. input=/na/; output=/ta/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/na/</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ta/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. input=/ra/; output=/na/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ra/</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ta/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At this stage, the perceptual constraint ranking still makes two errors, the old error /na/~/ta/ and a new error /ra/~/na/. The new error is added to the error table as shown below:

(5.39) The error table: intermediate stage (1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>W ~ L</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td>/na~/~ta/</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td>/ra~/~ta/</td>
<td></td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td>/ra~/~na/</td>
<td></td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Step one, the learner looks at the markedness constraints and see if any of them is rankable. The only no-L-preferring markedness constraint is, again, *S-Ons. Because *L-Ons >> *N-Ons >> *S-Ons are a fixed ranking, *S-Ons cannot be ranked.
The learner then looks to the faithfulness constraints. The most specific faithfulness constraint MaxPd(SL)=5 is ranked first. We have:

(5.40) Ranking perceptual constraints: intermediate stage (1), step 1
MaxPd(SL)=5 >> …

This does not yet free up any markedness constraint. Still no markedness constraints can be ranked. So, we would need to rank the next most specific faithfulness constraint:

(5.41) Ranking perceptual constraints: intermediate stage (1), step 2
MaxPd(SL)=5 >> MaxPd(SL)=3 >> …

This resolves the /ra~/na/ error and frees up the *L-Ons constraint. The *L-Ons constraint is ready to be ranked:

(5.42) Ranking perceptual constraints: intermediate stage (1), step 3
MaxPd(SL)=5 >> MaxPd(SL)=3 >> *L-Ons >> …

The learner then rank the remaining markedness and faithfulness constraints, so we have:

(5.43) Ranking perceptual constraints: intermediate stage (1), step 4
MaxPd(SL)=5 >> MaxPd(SL)=3 >> *L-Ons >> *N-Ons >> *S-Ons >> MaxPd(SL)=1

Now we have the following updated error table.
(5.44) The error table: intermediate stage (1) updated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>W~ L</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td>/na~/~ta/</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>/na/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(/ra/)</td>
<td>(/ra~/~ta/)</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>(/ra/)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(/ra/)</td>
<td>(/ra~/~na/)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>(/ra/)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The current grammar is shown in the tableaux below:

(5.45) Intermediate ranking of the perceptual constraints (2)

a. input=/ta/, output=/ta/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ta/</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>=5</td>
<td>=3</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ta/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. input=/na/, output=/ta/

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/na/</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>=5</td>
<td>=3</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This time, the grammar does not produce any new errors. The only error left is the /na~/~ta/ error. The error table remains the same as in (5.46):
(5.46)=(5.44) The error table: intermediate stage (2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>W~ L</th>
<th>MaxPd (SL)</th>
<th>MaxPd (SL)</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd (SL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td>/na/~ta/</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>/na/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(/ra/)</td>
<td>(/ra/~ta/)</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W : W</td>
<td>(/ra/~na/)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ranking of the constraints starts over again. The learner looks at the markedness constraints. Still, the only non-L-preferring markedness constraint is *S-Ons, which cannot be ranked in the top stratum. So, no markedness constraint can be ranked at this time. The next step, the learner ranks the most specific faithfulness constraints. We have:

(5.47) Ranking perceptual constraints: intermediate stage (2), step 1

MaxPd(SL)=5 >> …

This does not resolve the last error and also does not free up any markedness constraint. No markedness constraint is ready to be ranked. So, the learner ranks the next most specific faithfulness constraint.

(5.48) Ranking perceptual constraints: intermediate stage (2), step 2

MaxPd(SL)=5 >> MaxPd(SL)=3 >> …

This frees up the *L-Ons constraint. So the *L-Ons constraint is ready to be ranked.

(5.49) Ranking perceptual constraints: intermediate stage (2), step 3

MaxPd(SL)=5 >> MaxPd(SL)=3 >> *L-Ons >> …
However, we cannot call it finished yet. Although a markedness constraint is freed up, not any new error has been solved yet. So, the ranking of the constraints must keep going. No more markedness constraints can be ranked at this time. The learner ranks the next faithfulness constraint.

(5.50) Ranking perceptual constraints: intermediate stage (2), step 4

MaxPd(SL)=5 >> MaxPd(SL)=3 >> *L-Ons >> MaxPd(SL)=1 >> …

This resolves the /na/~/ta/ error and frees up the *N-Ons constraint. *N-Ons is ready to be ranked. And finally, *S-Ons is ranked.

(5.51) Ranking perceptual constraints: intermediate stage (2), step 5

MaxPd(SL)=5 >> MaxPd(SL)=3 >> *L-Ons >> MaxPd(SL)=1 >> *N-Ons >> *S-Ons

Thus, the updated error table is as shown below. All of the errors have been resolved.

(5.52) The error table: intermediate stage (2) updated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>W~L</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)=5</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)=3</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)=1</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(/na/)</td>
<td>(/na~/ta/)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(/ra/)</td>
<td>(/ra~/ta/)</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(/ra/)</td>
<td>(/ra~/na/)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The final ranking of the perceptual constraints is shown below:

(5.53) Final ranking of the perceptual constraints
All three phonological categories are perceived accurately.

To summarize, the mapping of the phonological representations from perceived Surface to Lexical level at each stage of the perceptual constraint ranking is given in (5.54).

(5.54) The input and output of the perceptual constraints summarized:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input (perceived Surface)</th>
<th>Output (Lexical)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Initial Stage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>/t/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>/n/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r/</td>
<td>/r/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Intermediate Stage (1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>/t/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>/n/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
c. Intermediate Stage (2)

\[
\begin{align*}
/t/ &\rightarrow /t/ \\
/n/ &\rightarrow /n/ \\
/r/ &\rightarrow /r/
\end{align*}
\]

\[r/\] is distinguished from \[t/\] and \[n/\] at Intermediate Stage (1). \[t/\] and \[n/\] are not distinguished from each other until at the Final Stage, when \[ta/\], \[na/\] and \[ra/\] are all faithfully perceived. In other words, \[ta/-ra/\] and \[na/-ra/\] are distinguished earlier than \[ta/-na/\].

d. Final Stage

\[
\begin{align*}
/t/ &\rightarrow /t/ \\
/n/ &\rightarrow /n/ \\
/r/ &\rightarrow /r/
\end{align*}
\]

5.4.2. Order of productive acquisition

The productive constraints are composed of the same markedness constraints as applied to perception and a production-specific faithfulness constraint \[Id-LS(Manner)\]. The initial ranking of the productive constraints is as shown in (5.50).

(5.55) The initial ranking of the productive constraints:

\[*L-Ons >> *N-Ons >> *S-Ons >> Id-LS(Manner)\]

At the initial stage, the production constraint ranking makes two errors, producing the input \[na/\] and \[ra/\] both as the output \[ta/\].
(5.56) Initial stage of the production constraint ranking

a. Input: /ta/; output: [ta]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ta/</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>Id-LS(Manner)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ta/</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Input: /na/; output: [ta]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/na/</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>Id-LS(Manner)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ta]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[na]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ra]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. Input: /ra/; output: [ta]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ra/</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>Id-LS(Manner)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ta]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[na]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ra]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The error table at this stage is shown as below:

(5.57) The error table: the initial stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>W~L</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
<th>Id-LS(Manner)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td>[na]~[ta]</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td>[ra]~[ta]</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The learner first looks to see if any non-L-preferring markedness constraints can be ranked. *S-Ons prefers no losers, but because of the fixed ranking of the markedness constraint, *S-Ons cannot be ranked above the other two. So, no non-L-preferring markedness constraint can be ranked at this point. Then, the grammar looks at the faithfulness constraint. The faithfulness constraint can be ranked if it frees up at least one markedness constraint. As we can see, Id-LS(Manner) prefers the winner for both errors. If it ranks high, it can free up both of the two L-preferring markedness constraints.
However, under the M >> F bias, the faithfulness constraint should be kept as low as possible, as long as it can free up at least one markedness constraint. In this case, if the faithfulness constraint ranks above *N-Ons but below *L-Ons, it will be able to free up *N-Ons. This is the lowest possible position at which to rank the faithfulness constraint.

So, the learner ranks the markedness constraint *L-Ons first:

\[(5.58)\] Ranking productive constraints: initial stage, step 1

\[*L-Ons >> …\]

Then, the faithfulness follows:

\[(5.59)\] Ranking productive constraints: initial stage, step 2

\[*L-Ons >> Id-LS(Manner) >>…\]

This ranking will free up the *N-Ons constraint, which now follows:

\[(5.60)\] Ranking productive constraints: initial stage, step 3

\[*L-Ons >> Id-LS(Manner) >> *N-Ons >> …\]

Finally, the learner ranks the last markedness constraint:

\[(5.61)\] Ranking productive constraints: initial stage, step 4

\[*L-Ons >> Id-LS(Manner) >> *N-Ons >> *S-Ons >> …\]

Thus, at the next stage, the production constraint ranking is as below:
(5.62) Intermediate stage of the production constraint ranking

a. Input: /ta/; output: [ta]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>Id-LS(Manner)</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ta/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Input: /na/; output: [na]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>Id-LS(Manner)</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ta]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[na]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ra]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. Input: /ra/; output: [ta]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>Id-LS(Manner)</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ta]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[na]</td>
<td>**</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ra]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At this stage, both /ta/ and /na/ are produced faithfully, but the grammar still has the wrong output for /ra/.

The update error table is as follows:

(5.63) The error table: the intermediate stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>W~L</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>Id-LS(Manner)</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(/na/)</td>
<td>(na)~[ta]</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td>[ra]~[ta]</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first error is resolved. To resolve the remaining error [ra]~[ta], the learner looks at the markedness constraints first. The only non-L-preferring markedness constraint is *S-Ons. It cannot be ranked yet because it is in a fixed ranking with the other two markedness constraints. So, the learner looks at the faithfulness constraint. The faithfulness constraint can be ranked if by doing so it can free up at least one markedness
constraint. As we can see, if Id-LS(Manner) is ranked high, it will be able to free *L-Ons. (*N-Ons has already been freed.) Thus, the learner ranks the faithfulness constraint:

(5.64) Ranking productive constraints: intermediate stage, step 1

Id-LS(Manner) >>…

Then, the learner ranks the fixed ranking of the markedness constraints:

(5.65) Ranking productive constraints: intermediate stage, step 2

Id-LS(Manner) >> *L-Ons >> *N-Ons >> *S-Ons

This is the final stage of the production constraint ranking:

(5.66) Final stage of the production constraint ranking

a. Input: /ta/; output: [ta]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ta/</th>
<th>Id-LS(Manner)</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/ta/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/na/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ra/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b. Input: /na/; output: [na]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/na/</th>
<th>Id-LS(Manner)</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ta]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[na]</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ra]</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c. Input: /ra/; output: [ra]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/ra/</th>
<th>Id-LS(Manner)</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ta]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[na]</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ra]</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At this stage, all errors are resolved.
The error table: the final stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>W~ L</th>
<th>*L-Ons</th>
<th>Id-LS(Manner)</th>
<th>*N-Ons</th>
<th>*S-Ons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(/na/)</td>
<td>(na)</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(/ra/)</td>
<td>(ra)</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>W</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown by the above tableaux, the order of acquisition in production is different from the order in perception. The input and output of the productive constraint ranking at each stage is summarized below:

The input and output of the productive constraints summarized:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input (Lexical)</th>
<th>Output (produced Surface)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Initial Stage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>[t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Intermediate Stage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>[t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>[n]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Final Stage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>[t]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>[n]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r/</td>
<td>[r]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In production, /r/ is the last acquired among the three phonemes. So, the contrast [t]-[n] is acquired earlier than [n]-[r]. In perception, however, /t/ is distinguished from /t/ and /n/ before the contrast /t/-/n/ is discriminated. Therefore, the contrast [n]-[r] is acquired before [t]-[n]. We have shown that the HetF sub-Model is able to explain the mismatch between the orders of phonological acquisition in perception and production.
5.5. Explaining the typology

The Universal Markedness Scale *Liquid-Onset >> *Nasal-Onset >> *Stop-Onset indicates a typological pattern: stops are less marked than nasals, which, in turn, are less marked than liquids. How does the HetF sub-Model explain this typological scale? More specifically, how does it account for the implicational patter [r] > [n] > [t] found in adult languages (see discussion in §4.1.1) – the existence of [r] implies that of [n] and [t], and the existence of [n] implies that of [t]? This dissertation proposes that linguistic typology is related to both perception and production and can be understood as the result of the combined effect of receptive (in this case, mapping from the perceived Surface to the Lexical level) and productive (mapping from the Lexical to the produced Surface level) acquisition.

If we assume that the output of the perceptual constraint ranking at the Lexical level is the input for the productive constraint ranking, we can demonstrate their combined output as in (5.69). (a), (b), (c) and (d) represent the four stages of perceptual development summarized in (5.54), while (x), (y) and (z) represent the three stages in production outlined in (5.68). “ax),” for example, represents the combination of the first perceptual stage and the first stage in production.

(5.69) Typology as combined effect of perception and production

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERCEPTION</th>
<th>PRODUCTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Output/Input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(perceived Surface)</td>
<td>(Lexical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>/t/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>/n/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/r/</td>
<td>/r/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we assume that the output of the perceptual constraint ranking at the Lexical level is the input for the productive constraint ranking, we can demonstrate their combined output as in (5.69). (a), (b), (c) and (d) represent the four stages of perceptual development summarized in (5.54), while (x), (y) and (z) represent the three stages in production outlined in (5.68). “ax),” for example, represents the combination of the first perceptual stage and the first stage in production.
Furthermore, if we assume that perception precedes production, then before a Lexical representation can be mapped to a produced Surface representation in production, a perceived Surface representation must have been mapped to this Lexical representation in perception. In other words, all inputs in production must be an output in perception. Under this condition, not all of the above mappings are legitimate. In ay), cy), and cz), the combined grammar produces [n], but without any input from the perception. In az), both [n] and [r] produced by the learner lack inputs from perception. In ay) and by) some of the [t] output are mapped from the lexical [r], which does not have an input in perception. Finally, in bz), the productive output [r] is mapped from the Lexical [r], which also does not have an input at the perceived Surface level. These illegitimate combinations are marked with * in (5.64). They violate the assumption that perception precedes production and are not legitimate combinations. For the rest of the perception-production combinations, the overall pattern of the outputs at the produced Surface level suggests that [t] (stages ax), bx) and cx)), [t, n] (stage cy)) and [t, n, r] (stage cz)) are the only three possible phoneme inventories. In other words, if there is a [r] in the phonemic inventory, there are also [t] and [r], and if there is a [n], there is also a [t]. This explains the implicational pattern found in adult languages.

5.6. Accounting for the puzzles

As discussed in §2.1.2, phonological chain shifts such as the puzzle-puddle pair in Amahl’s (Smith 1973) early production could be explained by misperception of the child (Braine 1976, Macken 1980). By the same idea, the Het-F sub-Model is also able to account for this data. The data is shown in the below (same as (2.4)).
Amahl’s early production of “puddle” and “puzzle”

puddle [pæɡəl]    puzzle [pʌdəl]

The puzzle-puddle error can be easily explained as neutralization of the [z]-[d] contrast in production using something like *Fricative >> Id-LS(Manner). However, this production account is not available for the puddle-puggle error, where puddle is not neutralized into puggle in production, because otherwise, puzzle would have been realized as puggle as well. So, in what follows, we will focus on the puddle-puggle pair.

Braine (1976, page 494) proposed that Amahl’s production of puddle as puggle is due to misperception – the [ɾ] (the flapped d) in puddle was perceptually more similar to [g] than to [d]. So, the key is to model this misperception and to explain the hypothesis that [ɾ] is misperceived as [g] before it is faithfully perceived. In the HetF sub-Model, Braine’s suggestion can be characterized in terms of perceptual distances. Based on his proposal, we have Pd([ɾ]-[d]) > Pd([ɾ]-[g]). We do not know the actual values of these perceptual distances. For the sake of discussion, let us assume that Pd([ɾ]-[d]) = 2 and Pd([ɾ]-[g]) = 1.

The relevant markedness constraint here is *[ɾ], which says the phonological output should not contain a flap, and assigns a violation mark to the ones that do include a flap. The faithfulness constraints are the appropriate MaxPd(SL)=x constraints. In this case, we need two of them, with x=0.5 and x= 1.5 respectively. The initial state of the grammar has the markedness constraint dominate the faithfulness constraints, as shown in (5.71).
(5.71) Initial ranking of the perceptual constraints

input: [ɾ], output: [g]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)=1.5</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)=0.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[pəɾəl]</td>
<td>*ɡ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pəɾəl/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pədəl/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pəɡəl/</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This grammar makes an error [ɾ]→[g], added to the error table shown below.

(5.72) The error table: initial stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>W−L</th>
<th>*ɡ</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)=1.5</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)=0.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[pəɾəl]</td>
<td>[pəɾəl]~ [pəɡəl]</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>e</td>
<td>W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Obviously, the markedness constraint cannot be ranked first, because it prefers the loser.

If a faithfulness constraint frees up at least one markedness constraint, then this faithfulness constraint should be ranked. Thus we rank MaxPd(SL)=0.5 in the highest stratum. The markedness constraint is ranked after that, followed by MaxPd(SL)=1.5.

The new constraint ranking is shown in the tableau below.

(5.73) Final ranking of the perceptual constraints

input: [ɾ], output: [ɾ]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)=0.5</th>
<th>*ɡ</th>
<th>MaxPd(SL)=1.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[pəɾəl]</td>
<td>MaxPd(SL)=0.5</td>
<td>*ɡ</td>
<td>MaxPd(SL)=1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pəɾəl/</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pədəl/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/pəɡəl/</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see, the error is resolved.

To summarize, the output of the perceptual constraint rankings is first /pəɡəl/, and then /pəɾəl/, just as observed in the child production data.
6.1. Major proposals and evidence

This dissertation investigates the relationship between children’s acquisition of phonological contrasts in perception and in production and the grammatical theories that account for this relationship. Through experiments of perceptual and phonological acquisition, it finds empirical evidence for a mismatch in the orders of acquisition of phonemic contrasts in perception and production by infant word-learners. It then proposes to revise and refine the Shared-M Model (Pater 2004), and demonstrates how the resulted HetF sub-Model is able to account for the acquisitional mismatch.

In addition to “gap” and “parallel,” the dissertation suggests that “mismatch” is another key word that can be used to characterize the relation between the orders of perceptual and productive acquisition of phonological contrasts.

First of all, this dissertation provides empirical evidence for mismatched orders of perceptual and productive acquisition of phonological contrasts. A word-learning study with 17-month-old American-English-acquiring children shows that [n]-[r] is perceptually distinguished before [t]-[n] in making sound-meaning associations. English-acquiring children are shown to be able to produce [t] and [n] earlier than [r] (Grunwell 1987; Watson and Scukanec 1997 a, b; Smit et al. 1990; Chirlian and Sharpley 1982; Kilminster and Laird 1978; and this dissertation).

Thirdly, there is some evidence that children learn to produce certain phonological forms in the same order as they have learned to perceive them (Jusczyk et al. 1999, Smith 1973, Ingram 1974, Allen and Hawkins 1978, Echols and Newport 1992, Fee 1992, Fikkert 1994, Gerken 1994, Wijnen et al. 1994, Demuth 1995 and Pater 1997). The phonological acquisition models prior to Pater’s (2004) either cannot explain or have not directly addressed this data. The Shared-M Model (Pater 2004) makes use of violable OT constraints and attributes the developmental parallel between perception and production to domain-general markedness constraints. At the same time, it is able to explain the gap between them by positing domain-specific faithfulness constraints that are ranked in a fixed order.

The empirical finding of this dissertation – [t]-[n] is acquired later than [n]-[r] in perception – supports having non-homogeneous faithfulness constraints in perception and production. The dissertation argues that the Shared-M Model can be further refined into two sub-models: the HomF sub-Model, assuming analogous faithfulness constraints in perception and production; and the HetF sub-model, assuming non-homogeneous
faithfulness constraints across domains. Under the Universal Markedness Scale \(*\text{Liquid-Onset} >> \ast\text{Nasal-Onset} > \ast\text{Stop-Onset}\), the two sub-models make conflicting predictions as to the perceptual order of acquisition for the phonological contrasts [t]-[n] and [n]-[r]. The HomF sub-Model predicts that [t]-[n] is acquired earlier, mirroring the order of acquisition in production (Grunwell 1987; Watson and Scukanec 1997 a, b; Smit et al. 1990, Chirlian and Sharpley 1982, Kilminster and Laird 1978 and this dissertation). The HetF sub-Model, by contrast, predicts that [n]-[r] is acquired earlier, mismatching the order of acquisition in production. The prediction of the HetF sub-Model is confirmed by the experiments of this dissertation. The dissertation also demonstrates how the HetF sub-Model is able to account for the mismatch in acquisition orders found by the word-learning experiments with the 17-month old American-English acquiring infants.

6.2. Comparison with previous OT models

The HetF sub-Model is able to explain the gap between perceptual and productive acquisition. The model maintains the Shared-M Model’s (Pater 2004) proposal of fixed ranking of domain-specific faithfulness constraints: perceptual faithfulness constraints are ranked above the productive ones (§5.2.2). By this, the HetF sub-Model is able to account for the lag of production behind perception of phonological contrasts in the same way as the Shared-M Model (§3.2.2).

The HetF sub-Model is compatible with explaining the parallel between orders of acquisition of prosodic contrasts in perception and production. It maintains the Shared-M Model’s assumption of homogeneous faithfulness constraints when these constraints refer to phonological segments (§5.2.2). In addition, it is able to predict parallels between
orders of acquisition of phonemic contrasts in perception and production. When phonemic contrast A is produced earlier than phonemic contrast B, and at the same time has a larger perceptual distance than B, then the HetF sub-Model predicts that the order of acquisition for these contrasts would be A ahead of B in both perception and production. A test case for this prediction is proposed in §6.3.

The HetF sub-Model is able to predict the mismatch in the order of acquisition of phonemic contrasts such as [t]-[n] vs. [n]-[r] in perception and production. Different from the Shared-M Model, the HetF sub-Model proposes that faithfulness constraints that refer to phonological features or perceptual distance are domain specific (§5.2.2). That is, such faithfulness constraints are not homogeneous across perceptual and productive mappings. This, as demonstrated in §5.2, §5.3 and §5.4, allows the HetF sub-Model to explain the attested differing orders of acquisition in perception and production for [t]-[n] and [n]-[r].

In addition, the HetF sub-Model can also explain the typological distribution of [t], [n] and [r] across languages (§5.5).

Furthermore, The HetF sub-Model has been shown to be able to explain the loss of older child and adult listeners’ ability to distinguish non-native phonological contrasts (§5.3.2.2), puzzles (§5.6, also see §2.1.2), and inter-word variations (§2.1.3).

The other OT models of phonological acquisition reviewed in this dissertation (§2.2) are not able to explain one or more of the above. The Functional Grammar Model (Boersma 1998) is not able to consistently predict mismatch (§5.2.3.2). The Shared-C Model (Smolensky 1996a) requires faithful perception, and therefore cannot effectively deal with either the parallel or the mismatch in perceptual and productive acquisition orders (§2.2.2.1, also see (2.13)). The Shared-F Model (Lassettre and Donegan 1998)
cannot seem to account for the loss of ability to distinguish non-native phonological contrasts (§2.2.2.2). Finally, the Shared-M Model (Pater 2004) cannot explain the attested mismatch between the order of perception and production for [t]-[n] and [n]-[r].

6.3. An additional test case

In broader terms, the HetF sub-Model predicts that, under a universal markedness scale, phonological contrasts that have a greater perceptual distance are also acquired earlier in perception. A parallel between the perceptual and productive orders of acquisition is found when these contrasts are also acquired earlier in production. Otherwise, the orders of acquisition mismatch each other. The dissertation has given positive evidence for this hypothesis: the phonological contrast [t]-[n] is acquired early in production and has a smaller perceptual distance than the [n]-[r]. [n]-[r] is acquired late in production. It has been found that the order of acquisition in perception for [t]-[n] and [n]-[r] mismatches the order in production.

This hypothesis can also be tested in an alternative way: if the phonological contrast that is acquired early in production also has a larger perceptual distance than the one that is acquired late, then the acquisition order of the two contrasts in perception will match the order in production. One possible test case is [m]-[p] and [p]-[v] ([p] represents voiceless unaspirated labial stop as usually found for phase-initial b-). [m] and [b] are both among the earliest produced segments by English-learning children, while [v] is produced significantly later, as shown in the table below:
(6.1) Ages of productive acquisition for [m], [p] and [v]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Age of productive acquisition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Grunwell 1987)</td>
<td>1;6-2;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Watson and Scukanec 1997 a, b)</td>
<td>2;0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Smit et al. 1990)</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chirlian and Sharpley 1982)</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kilminster and Laird 1978)</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The perceptual distance between [m]-[p] are also greater than between [p]-[v] (calculated based on Cutler et al. 2004, page 3671, Table 1):

(6.2) Perceptual distances between [m]-[p], [p]-[v] and [m]-[v]

\[
Pd(m-p) = 2.452 \text{ units, } Pd(p-v) = 0.465 \text{ units, } pd(m-v) = 2.047 \text{ units}
\]

The prediction of the HetF sub-Model in this case is that [m]-[p] are distinguished earlier in perception, matching their order of production. It would be very interesting to see if this prediction is supported by empirical evidence.
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